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Foreword
The National Defense Education Act, passed in 1958, made funds available

for the utilization of new media -4 communication in the educational program
offered by the public schools. The purpose of this provision was to bring about
improved educational opportunities for youth and thus strengthen the security

of the nation.
"New media in education" is a broad term that includes commonly accepted

audio-visual education equipment and materials and recent developments in

language laboratories, educational television, teaching machines, and other

technological aids.
Although California schools, because of their generally well-established

audio-visual education programs, were in a favorable position to move ahead
rapidly with the implementation of the Act, the impetus given to the roles and
functions of these new media made it necessary for the State Department of
Education to provide additional leadership in their use. Many NDEA projects
approved in California involve the purchase and use of recently developed
audio-visual media of instruction as integral parts of carefully prepared plans
to improve instruction in the curriculum areas covered by the federal legis-

lation.
The provision of the Act that makes it possible to obtain the services of

experts in the proper use of communication media, particularly the newer
ones, has proved most helpful to many American schools. In California a
group of special consultants, selected on the basis of specific abilities, was

recently made available for in-service education purposes. These men worked

throughout the state to supplement the resources of the Bureau of Audio-

Visual and School Library Education.
It is anticipated thai the printed reports of these specialists contained in

this bulletin should prove of value to California's educational program and

should affect sound utilization of new educational media within the classroom.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface
The passage of the National Defense Education Act has focused attention

on the use of commonly accepted audio-visual materials and on the impor-

tance of experimenting with the use of newer media, such as language labora-

tories, educational television, and teaching machines, in the improvement of

instruction. The legislation has resulted in greatly increased demands for

professional services from audio-visual personnel. An indication of such in-

crease may be illustrated by the fact that during the first few years of opera-

tion of the Act the total expenditure for audio-visual education in California

has increased by approximately $2,400,000 per annum as a result of approved

projects conducted by school districts under NDEA provisions. Much of this

expenditure has been made for materials and equipment involving recent

innovations, such as language laboratories and educational television, thereby

creating additional needs for in-service education specifically in their use.
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In order to help meet these newer and additional demands on the staff of
the Bureau of Audio-Visual and School Library Education and on audio-visual
directors at the city, county, and district levels throughout California, a special

panel of experts was selected to provide specific help in certain areas of need.
The services of this panel were made possible through provisions of Title III-B

of the National Defense Education Act, which provides for in-service educa-
tion assistance from the state level. The panel consisted of leaders chosen
because of their state and national reputations in their special areas of interest
and training. Among the fields in which it was believed necessary to employ
these advisers were automation in education, educational television, language
laboratories, the use of projected and nonprojected materials in teaching
mathematics and science, teaching machines and programming, and cross-
media utilization of audio-visual techniques. The members of the panel of
special consultants who were selected to assist were the following:

William H. Allen, Director of Research, Department of Cinema, Univer-
sity of Southern California

Sidney C. Eboch, Director of Audio-Visual Services, Alameda County

State College
James D. Finn, Professor of Education and Head, Audio-Visual Depart-

ment, University of Southern California

Frank M. Gulick, Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Instruction,
Ventura Union High School District

Leslie Janke, Head, Department of Librarianship, San Jose State College

Jerrold E. Kemp, Associate Professor of Education, San Jose State College

Richard B. Lewis, Professor of Education and Head, Division of Audio-
Visual Services, San Jose State College

William B. Sanborn, Director of Instructional Materials, San Francisco
City Unified School District

Howard A. Slatoff, Associate Dean of Students ald, Associate Professor
of Art, Alameda County State College

The chapters in this publication were prepared by these special consultants
in an attempt to capture in printed form the basic contributions of their
presentations. The vast strides thai have been accomplished in audio-visual

education have made it difficult to cover adequately all phases of its progress.

However, Improving Instruction Through Audio-Visual Media attempts in a
simplified way to impart to teachers information of practical value that might

be used to advantage in augmenting classroom instruction.
The work of the special consultants in making this publication possible is

gratefully acknowledged. Appreciation is also expressed to John O'Lague of

the office of the Alameda County Superintendent cf Schools, who was respon-

sible for its organization, layout, and design.

RICHARD M. CLOWES
Associate Superintendent of
Public Instruction; and Chief,
Division of !nstruction

HARRY J. SKELLY
Chief, Bureau of Audio-Visual
and School Library Education

J. GRAHAM SULLIVAN
Chief, Bureau of National Defense

Education Act Administration
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1 Many of the Ideas submitted in thu chapter have been presented by the
author in various forms during the past two years. In each case, particular facets
of the effects of the technological revolution in education, such as potential
effect on administration, curriculum, and the like, have been examined. This
phase of the topic is not treated in this chapter since the other chapters contain
rather extensive treatments of the probable effects of such applications.



American education has entered an era that his-
torians of the future could mark as the beginning
of a technological revolution; but a revolution in
instructional technology exists only in potential at
the present time, not in fact.

Much of the talk about teaching machines, tele-
vision, and programmed learning, insofar as it is in-
fluencing practice, is still only talk. On the other
hand, there is wide experimentation with the newer
media, coupled with a nationwide need to improve
education. There have been substantial successes
with certain portions of the technology of instruc-
tionnotably with the language laboratory and with
television. These developments, together with re-
lated pressures within our society stemming from
industry, foundations, the international situation,
and government, all add up to compelling reasons
for believing that talk will soon be replaced by
action.

When confronted with the proposition that a tech-
nological revolution in education is likely, a substan-
tial segment of the professionincluding all shades
of educational persuasion from basic educationists
to old-time progressives, and from science professors
to nursery school teachersgets pretty disturbed.
This disturbance is due in part to the fact that the
concept of a technology of instruction is not widely
understood.

A superficial concept of technologyany technol-
ogyequates it with hardware. If educational tech-
nology is seen to consist of hardware, the ancient
bugaboo of machines replacing men (in this case,
teachers) instantly arises. More important, because
machines are nonhuman and education has always
been a humanistic enterprise, another worrisome
notion is addedthat education will become a com-
pletely automated, robot-directed process with all its
humanity squeezed out. Still another is that an or-
ganization of machines such as a television system
can move control of the educational process from
local control to that of the state or the federal gov-
ernment, of a foundation, or a group of physics pro-
fessors.

Now it may be that all of these events will come
to pass. If they do, however, it will be for social
reasons, not because of a technology of instruction.
Technology is by no meak,s exclusively hardware

it includes machines, but it also includes systems,
organization patterns, and attitudes toward as well
as methods for solving problems.

No one familiar with the general history of tech-
nology would deny that technology directly affects
the social order. Technology is the tool of a society
on the move and is used for whatever purposes are
deemed important by that society. In this sense,
technology is neutral. A technology of instruction
will not make education less humane, nor will it
destroy the personalities of teachers or students
unless a social decision is made to use it for that
purpose.

A highly organized technological system of in-
struction possibly would lead to the installation of
new and different controls upon education. How-
ever, the possibility is not the requirement. The
issue of control, an issue that was present before in-
structional technology, is one that will continue to
exist even if man is reduced once again to writing
on the walls of a cave.

We have to evaluate the possibility of a techno-
logical revolution in education in terms of the serious
prblems faced by American society in the remain-
ing decades of this century. Since we must solve or
alleviate many of these problems in the next few
years, educators must think about instructional
technology in the perspective of these problems, it
is in this context that the crucial social decisions
must be made.

Any American who has remained conscious most
of the past 20 years should know about these prob-
lems by now. It seems unnecessary to list them here
in detail. There are problems of the cold war, of the
population explosion, of the explosion in knowledge,
of the race for space, of finances and natural re-
sources, of urbanization, and of the problems created
by automation and industrial pi oduction. And there
are others. But these problems all have one element
in common. They cannot be solved without more
and better education than we now have.

To say that we can continue to use without any
changes the ways of Horace Mann or of any of his
successors of whatever stamp or variety and meet
these new educational demands is to say that we
will use a cow as transportation to the moon. More,
continuous, and better education for all of the Amer-

1
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Figure 1GROWTH OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

ican people demands new ways. The new ways that
are suggesting themselves are technological ways
machine ways, if you will. Technology consists of
more than machines, but machines are the best index
of technology. It would help us in understanding the
potential technological revolution in education if we
took a closer look at hardware, keeping in mind that
hardware is, at best, an indicator of the state of the
art of a technology at any given time.

A graphic representation of the growth of a tech-
nology of instruction might look something like
Figure 1. Whatever test might be appliedthe num-
ber of projectors in schools, the number of film li-
braries, the extent of research, and the likethe
three bumps on the curve, the significant points, can
be established even if their extent cannot.

2

The introduction of audio-visual materials and
devices for the purpose of improving instruction was
a slow and painful process until the middle 30's. The
infusion of money for research in this field, princi-
pally by the Rockefeller Foundation, the attention
of groups of very talented men, and the availability
of better materials and machines contributed to a
rise in the growth of instructional technology from
the middle 30's to the beginning of World War II.

As with all educational activities, a slowdown oc-
curred during the war, and the lack of equipment
and materials set back the movement somewhat.
However, the technology of instruction, which moved
over into areas of industrial and military training
during the war, was based principally on the previ-
ous findings of the educational research and devel-



opment activities of the 30's and was successfully
implemented by the necessary money and talent. It
was during this period that self-instructional devices
also came to the forefront, although Pressey and
others had been working on this problem long
before.

Following World War II, great public interest in
the use of audio-visual materials developed, and dur-
ing the decade 1945-1955 another upsurge occurred
as this technology was introduced into education
with some force. Of all the levels of education,
higher education was the least affected. Oriented to
the printed word and the lecture system, higher edu-
cation more or less successfully resisted this move-
ment.

Since 1955, due to a variety of causesthe appli-
cation of television, the influence of Ford Founda-
tion projects, the attempts to find solutions to the
problems of quality and quantity in education, the
National Defense Education Act, and similar ef-
fortsthe curve of instructional technological de-
velopment has again started up sharply with no
leveling-off point in sight in the immediate future.

If we take the period of the last curve and project
it silghtly into the future, say 1955-65, the dimen-
sions of this potential technological revolution in
education become clearer. An outline of these de-
velopments follows:

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

1. EQUIPMENT
a. Television

( 1) Broadcast
( 2) Low-power translators
( 3) Closed-circuit
(4) Videotape
( 5) Stratovision (airborne)

b. Electronic teaching laboratories
(1) Language laboratories
(2) Language laboratories plus visual devices
( 3) Mobile laboratories

c. Self-instructional devices
(1 ) Reading pacers
( 2) Individual listening and viewing devices
( 3 ) Programmed and scrambled books
(4) Teaching machines
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d. Newer developments
(1) 8 mm sound film
(2) Thermoplastic recordings
(3) Multiple projection systems
( 4) Telephone recorders
( 5) Telecast systems

2. INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
a. Massed film systems

( 1) Encyclopaedia Britannica Films series in

physics
(2) American Institute of Biological Sciences

series in biology
(3) Other

b. Instructional packages

c. Instructional system prototypes
(1) Physical Science Study Committee

systemphysics

3. ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS
a. Stoddard
b. Trump
c. Team teaching

4. OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS
a. Ford Foundation
b. National Science Foundation
c. Learning Resources Institute
d. Educational Media Council
e. Educational Facilities Laboratories
f. Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, NEA

5. NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT

6. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
a. Publishing
b. Electronics
c. Noneducational industries such as the Aero-

Space industry

The list of developments is interesting enough.
However, a list is not a statement of trends. Figure
2 illustrates one trend that is becoming apparent.
Due to the more rapid development of audio-visual
devices such as the film, the first technological de-
velopments apparent to educators were those asso-
ciated with mass instructional techniques such as
the motion picture and radio in the 30's, and later

4
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with television. By 1960 we had the possibility of a
fairly sophisticated technology for mass instruction.

In the meantime, a technology of individual in-
struction was also being developed, although much
more slowly. As mentioned before, Pressey had been
working on what turned out to be a teaching ma-
chine at Ohio State University before 1920. How-

ever, it wasn't until the early 50's, with the work of
Skinner at Harvard and related but independent
work of military psychologists like Crowder and
Chapman, that teaching machines and programmed
learning came to the forefront. The work of Pressey
was also revived. Suddenly, it seemed, American
education was presented with a technology of indi-

vidual instruction.
Actually there were other elements in the develop-

ing technology of individual instruction that are now



being fitted into the picture involving teaching ma-
chines and programmed learning. These other ele-
ments, whose ancestor was probably the old Key-
stone stereograph, included listening units for

individual or small groups of students, individual
filmstrip equipment, and ,nde-viewing devices.

Teachers in the western part of the United States
have been successfully using such devices since im-
mediately after World War II.

Teaching machines, programmed books, listening
and viewing devices, reading pacers, and the like
are the basis for a technology of individual instruc-

tion. It was inevitable that research workers would
start inquiring into the possibility of combining the
two echnologiesindividual and mass. About ten
years ago, Carpenter at Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity experimented with a program analyzer device

in a classroom that combined film use with individ-

ual response, including knowledge of results. More
recently, Lumsdaine and Klaus at the American In-

stitute for Research studied the Harvey White
physics films as used on television in combination
with a programmed book. Corrigan and Luxton have
developed a response device designed to apply
teaching-machine principles to television viewing.

This device is being initially tested in California by
the State Department of Education.

The trend suggested in Figure 2, the possibility of
combining the technology of individual instruction
with the technology of mass instruction, suggests
another trend shown in Figure 3: the possibility of
developing an instructional system from a combina-
tion of the two technologists with "conventional in-
struction" (all other instructional techniques).

5
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Actually there are several prototypes of instruc-
tional systems in existence. The Zacharias program
in physics developed under the sponsorship of the
Physical Science Study Committee has some of the
earmarks of such a system. In addi: to a new
textbook built around new content and concepts,
there are paperback books for supplementary read-
ing, films, a laboratory manual, and an apparatus
manual; and some of the material is now being pro-
grammed in both machine and book form. It has
been said that the sponsors intend to make other
materials, such as filmstrips and tapes. This is, to
some degree, programmed by the instructional ma-
terials and the teacher's manual into a system of
teaching physics. Technically, it is not such a system
because it has been built atomistically rather than
in accordance with the still nonexistent principles
of instructional system design. The possibility, how-
ever, is there.

6

This possibility leads us far out into the realm
of prediction. Figure 4 introduces the "black-box"
concept of instructional systems. If we had much
greater knowledge of the instructional system proc-
ess than we now do, we might be able to set up a
black-box system. For purposes of speculation, the
instructional process may be broken down into the
elements of (1) mass presentation techniques; ( 2 )

individual and small-group automated teaching; (3)
human interaction; (4) individual study; and (5)
creative periods. Assuming a clear understanding of
the objectives and content in these elements, and
further assuming sufficient hard knowledge about
the nature of the instructional processes involved,
such a system might be applied to instructional
problems.

Information concerning the nature of the students,
the specific objectives and content, and the like
would be supplied to the teacher-designer, who
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would decide which black box would be inserted
into the system at a certain point and which sub-
system would be traded for another in the interests
of the students, the facilities, the cost, and so on.
An instructional system would thus have been de-

signed.
It can be argued that this is what the teacher does

every day at the present time; but such an argu-
ment, while containing an element of truth, actually
does not cover the situation, for we are talking about
two different approaches to teaching.

Speculation about the possibilities of instructional
systems by no means exhausts the discussion about
the potential trends and growth of a technology of
instruction. We have not touched, for example, on
the conceivable role of computers, data-processing
in general, and the new possibilities of storage, re-
trieval, and display of complex information.

Enough, however, has been said to back up the
thesis that a technological revolution promises to

engulf education. I use the word "pi omises" de-
liberately instead of the threadbare fear word,
"threatens." For it is only by this promise of the
application of technology to education that I feel
we have a chance to make the necessary educational
contribution to the solution of our difficult and exas-
perating national problems. In doing so, the Ameri-
can educational profession not only can retain its
vital leadership but also can become, with the aid
of the new i.,chnology, a true profession with a
promise of much greater service to the American
people.

Operating as high level professionals, American
teachers and administrators need never fear that ma-
chines will replace teachers; as the wielders of the
new technology, the profession can use it to defend
and extend the essential humanity of education. As
for controluntil someone changes the roles, control
still rests with the people, guided well, we hope, by
intelligent, high-level professional advice.

7
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A major responsibility of education is to provide
effective means by which students may learn. Con-
temporary developments in both psychological re-
search and in technological invention facilitate the
adoption of improved methods of teaching and of
learning. New methods of instruction are essential
because traditional methods do not meet present
needs. New methods are needed particularly because
of the following developments:

The ever-increasing amount of information to be
learned

The need for greater efficiency because of in-
creased numbers of persons to educate with
heterogeneous backgrounds and abilities

The new information gained about how we learn,
with its emphasis on sensory experiences

The known limitations of exclusively verbal com-
munications in learning

The new concepts of curriculum content (organi-
zation) and the place of instructional materials
in the educational program

The need for variety and reality in school expe-
riences

The changes in the instructional process that have
resulted from new technological developments
in media of communication

Effective teachers know that there is no metikki
of teaching that is best for all learners or for use
in all situations. They also know the importance of
employing in each situation appropriate instructional
materials and of having proper working conditions
and the equipment required for making the best use
of the instructional materials.

A wide variety of media may be used to advan-
tage in provieing classroom instruction. Knowing
these media and their characteristics permits the
teacher to select for each purpose the ones that may
be used to best advantage and to plan how they may
be used to secure the desired results. Certain infor-
mation teachers need as a basis for choosing the
media that may be used most advantageously for
various purposes is presented in the following sec-
tions.

9



SIMPLE NONPROJECTED MATERIALS

Of the numerous types of nonprojected materials
utilized in today's schools, the flannel or felt board
and the magnetic chalkboard are of particular in-
terest.

el muchacho p6jaro

FLANNEL (FELT) BOARD

The flannel or felt board has a surface that is
covered with flannel or felt material. Upon this sur-
face, felt cutouts and various display items that are
backed with flannel, felt, or sandpaper readily ad-
here; the items can be shifted easily from one posi-

tion to another, and items can be replaced without
disturbing other parts of a display.

This type of display board is helpful in the class-
room because ( 1) materials to be displayed on it are
easily prepared by the teacher or by the student;
( 2 ) information on many topics and at all grade
levels may be presented step by step, and in this

way the attention of the students is captured and
held; and (3) through the handling and placing of
display materials, students participate in meaningful
learning activity.

1 0
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MAGNETIC CHALKBOARD

The magnetic chalkboard, a large, flat piece of
metal, painted as a chalkboard, holds paper mate-
rials through the use of small magnets, and heavier
display materials backed with magnets will also
readily adhere to the boards. The materials can be
easily shifted from one position to another, and
chalk marks may be drawn or erased as required.

This type of display board is useful in the class-
room because ( 1) all the advantages of the flannel
board are inherent in the magnetic board; ( 2 ) pres-
entations on a magnetic board are likely to surpass
those on a flannel board since the holding power of
magnets is greater than that of flannel; ( 3) captions
may be drawn or printed directly on the chalkboard;
and (4) magnets are inexpensive, reusable, and
easily applied.



SIMPLE PROJECTED MATERIALS

Simple projected materials that warrant attention

include the opaque projector, the 2"-x-2" slide pro-
jector, the 35-mm filmstrip projector, the overhead
projector, the tape recorder, and the record player.

OPAQUE PROJ ECTOR

The opaque projector uses the principle of re-
flected light to make large-scale projections of mate-

rials in their natural color and appearance. Single
sheets of printed matter, mounted pictures, maga-
zines and book illustrations, and small three-dimen-
sional objects are among the variety of materials
that may be projected in this way.

Advantages in using this type of equipment in-
clude the following: ( 1 ) materials require little or

no preparation prior to use in the projector; ( 2) a

number of different types of materials may be read-

ily and easily projected for classroom examination
and discussion; and (3 ) small drawings and pictures

may be projected onto a chalkboard, charts, or other

surface and traced for certain instructional purposes.
Recent improvements in the design of opaque pro-

jectors include reduction in overall size so that the

same types of materials can be handled more con-
veniently than was the case with earlier models. It is

still necessary, however, to darken the room to some

extent.

SLIDE PRO JECTOR (2"-x-2")

The 2"-x-2" slide projector is a small device that
projects slides made from 35-mm black and white
or color films, each mounted in a square frame. This

projector may be operated either by hand or by re-
mote control.

The slide projector has been found useful for the

following reasons: ( 1) series of color slides may be

made with comparative ease with amateur camera
equipment (regular or high-speed color films are
mounted ready for use when returned from a proc-

essing laboratory) (2 ) slide sets may pertain to a
wide variety of subjects, functions, and materials
for example, community resource topics, class activ-

ities, records of student projects, and copies of
printed materials of all kinds; and (3) the arrange-
ment of slides is a flexible process that permits con-
venient selection and rearrangement for different in-

structional purposes.
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During a showing of slides, care must be taken
to ensure that the slides are in correct order and in

correct position.

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR (3 5mb,4)

The 35-mm filmstrip projector is a small machine
that uses a series of still pictures ( generally with
titles and captions) placed in sequential order on
strips of 35-mm black and white or color film.

Features that favor this type of projector include
the following: ( 1) inexpensive, commercially pro-
duced filmstrips are available on many topics, and

12
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each is accompanied by a teacher's study guide to
encourage good utilization of the strips: (2) film-
strips are compact, easy to handle, and adaptable
either for individual study or for group viewing;
and (3 ) the projection of filmstrip can be paced at
a rate consistent with the needs of the viewers, thus
permitting whatever discussion and active student
participation are called for in the learning activity.

Unlike slides, filmst, ips are inflexible for the ob-
vious reason that no rearrangement of pictures is
possible. Moreover, filmstrips generally permit less
teacher control of content and organization than lo-
cally produced slide sets.

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

The overhead projector is a device that is used
to project transparencies. It is placed near the front
of the classroom, and the teacher faces the students
as he handles the transparencies and regulates the
projector.

Each transparency, laid flat on a glass tray or
shelf, is enlarged, reflected, and projected by an
overhead "gooseneck" extension containing a mirror-
and-lens assembly. The projector's base box contains
powerful lighting apparatus and a wide reflector. By
means of this equipment, the image of the trans-
parency, thrown ubon the screen, chalkboard, or
wall, is large, bright, and very clear.

Transparencies may be in the form of individual
acetate sheets, or they may consist of clear cello-
phane that is rolled across the glass plate by means
of a crank-and-roller assembly.

The use of the overhead projector permits a proc-
ess of overlayingthat is, other transparencies with
markings or data additional to those on the basic
transparency can be superimposed on the latter;
each overlay sheet is reproduced clearly on the
screen.

Among the advantages that are found in using this
device are the following: (1) the overhead projector
is particularly well suited for presentations to large
groups; (2) because the image thrown on the screen
is vivid and finely detailed, it is easily viewed in the
classroom under normal lighting conditions; (3) dif-
ficult concepts may be presented through step-by-
step disclosure or by the addition of overlay sheets
to the base transparency; ( 4) a variety of tech-
niques may be used in the local preparation of black
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and white or color transparencieshand-drawing,
heat-processing, photocopying, photography, diazo

process, and the like; ( ) although audio-visual spe-
ciests or productio:i assistants often create trans-
parent materials, students and teachers are encour-
aged to do so; ( 6) during a showing, certain effects
of movement may be accomplished by the interplay
of overlay sheets; ( 7) while using the projector, the
teacher has the advantage of standing in front of the
class in the usual manner; and (8) the teacher may
conveniently point to various parts of a transparency
by using a pencil or other pointer on the transpar-
ency itself as he faces the students, the point being
reproduced clearly on the screen.

TAPE RECORDER AND RECORD PLAYER

Small, compact tape recorders permit the record-
ing of the human voice, instrumentation, and other
sounds originating from many sources. The sounds

are recorded on magnetic tape for repeated play-
back. Modern record players have high fidelity
characteristics; modern phonograph recordings are
of unbreakable material and are produced at long-
playing speeds ( 3313 rpm and 16 rpm) and an inter-
mediate speed ( 45 rpm ). Most players are equipped

to accommodate also the 78 rpm speed in order to

meet an occasional classroom need for the earlier
type of "standard" disc. In some instances class-
room record players are accompanied by or com-
bined with recording apparatus.

Because both of these devices contain delicate and
intricate working parts, it is important that the per-
sons operating them, whether students, teachers, or
other personnel, be sufficiently trained to handle
them with care and efficiency.
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Tape recorders and record players can be assets
to the classroom because ( 1) a variety of useful
dramatic and informational programs, available in
most subject areas, can be recorded on tape or disc
either locally or commercially; ( 2) many good tapes
and record albums are available from music shops
and from commercial firms specializing in educa-

tional mater;als, (3 ) numerous uses for tape re-
corders include the preparation of student reports,
the conducting of interviews, drill exercises, infor-
mation on record-keeping, practice in language arts
and in foreign languages, dramatization, and self-
evaluation of presentations; and (4) phonograph
recordings may be used both for instruction and for
practice, may be assigned for individual listening,

may be heard by the class as a whole, and may be
used to advantage in a number of other ways.

COMBINATION USES OF AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA

Using certain audio-visual media in combination
is often helpful in the instructional program. Several
of these combinations are described in the sections
that follow.

THE 2"-x-2" SLIDES AND TAPE RECORDINGS

The 2"-x-2" slide projector and the tape recorder
may be used effectively in combination; for example,
the showing of a locally produced slide series may be
accompanied by tape-recorded narration. The con-
ventional type of slide projector with a manual slide
changer can be used with any tape recorder. In this
instance the slides must be sychronized manually

with the recording. Automatic synchronization can
be achieved by means of an automatic slide changer
that uses an inaudible electronic signal from the
tape recorder to change the slides at predetermined
points in the narration.

13



Benefits realized from this type of combination
include the following; ( 1 ) communication is gen-
erally more effective than when either medium is
used alone; ( 2 ) student-prepared projects, as well
as carefully designed teacher-made materials, may
be presented satisfactorily to groups of all sizes;
and (3) the combination is particularly useful when
repeated showings with the same materials are re-
quired.

OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES AND 2"-x-2" SLIDES

The overhead projector and the 2"-x-2" slide pro-
jector may be used advantageously in combination;
for example, transparencies that show general out-
lines or diagrams may be projected at the same time
as 2"-x-2" slides that show details, applications, or
examples relating to the subject at hand. Utilizing
the combined operations of these two projectors
with maximum effectiveness calls for (1) careful
planning as to what is to be shown; and ( 2 ) skillful
coordination of projectors and screens to ensure
good results.

This combination has many worthwhile applica-
tions when general principles illustrated by one pro-
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jector need to be given concrete meaning through
details illustrated by the other.

MOVING PICTURES WITH SOUND

Results of educational research have shown that
when moving pictures are combined with sound for
certain instructional purposes, particularly effective
learning takes place. When a film-sound combina-
tion is utilized in the instructional program, the
16-mm motion picture projector is the equipment
that is generally used for this purpose.

Moving pictures with sound (1) constitute a par-
ticularly useful communications medium when move-
ment and relationships are important in the presen-
tation of a topic; and (2) permit the use of certain
techniques, such as slow or accelerated motion, great
magnification, special effects, and animation, for the
purpose of clarifying complex concepts.

Because the film-sound combination is less teacher-
controlled than other combined media or than single
media, it is recommended that (1) class preparation
prior to its use be as thorough as possible; (2 ) the
students pay close attention to the film when it is
being shown and do whatever notetaking may be
deemed advisable; and (3) a follow-up discussion
and study be conducted after the showing.



NEW DEVELOPMENTS

New developments have been and are being made
continually in the field of communications media.
Several of the more important ones as they relate
to classroom instruction are considered here.

TfIE 8-mm MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH SOUND

An 8-mm motion picture sound projector is now
available. Incorporated in the 8-mm film is a narrow
magnetic strip that permits the recording of certain
sound features, such as narration. It is also possible
for certain 16-mm films with lip synchronization to
be reduced in size and used in the 8-mm sound pro-
jector.

This type of projector is of value to classroom in-
struction because ( 1) it opens up numerous possi-
bilities for the local preparation of films with audio
features by supervisors, teachers, and students; (2)
it permits the adaptation of many features contained
in the 16-mm motion picture medium; (3) the cost
of materials and equipment in the preparation of

8-mm film-sound projects is compar atively lo-7; and
( 4 ) the projector is particularly suitable for use with
small groups of students or for use by individuals
for self-instruction.

TELEVISION

The value of television as an educational medium
of communication has been widely demonstrated.
Continuous research, experimentation, and new ap-
proaches are being carried out to insure its best
possible usage in the nation's schools.

Among the advantages in using television for in-
structional purposes are the following: (1) it is a
flexible means of transmitting live activities to

groups of any size; ( 2 ) a variety of techniques as
well as other communication media can be incorpo-
rated within this medium; ) closed-circuit pro-
gramming brings to classrooms television thai is
trilored to locP1 needs; ( 4) relatively inexpensive,
simply operate:' TV equipment, consisting of cam-
eras and receivers connected by cable, can be used
in the classroom to demonstrate hard-to-see opera-
tions, to enlarge small objects, and to accomplish
other objectives involving considerable detail; and
( 5 ) broadcast or open-circuit television makes avail-
able a wide variety of special and general educa-
tional programs for classroom and home viewing.
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The language laboratory is becom:ng an increas-
ingly valuable aid to classroom instructior Essen-
tially it involves the installation of electronic equip-
ment that is centrally monitored by the teacher and
by means of which each student develops language
skills through recording and hearing his own voice,
hearing prerecorded instructional material, and re-
ceiving individual guidance from the teacher. With
this equipment the student is able to repeat, to re-
spond, and to listen to his recorded replies.

Ways in which this type of equipment benefits
learning include the following: (1) it provides op-
portunity to use effective practical methods in the
teaching of foreign languages; (2 ) it calls for active
student participation on an individual basis; ( 3 ) it
may be used on any of three levelsstudent listen-
ing, student hearing and repeating, nr student hear-
ing and responding; and (4) its facilities may be
utilized for other instructional purposes, such as
music appreciation, shorthand and typing dictation,
and arithmetic drills.
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The most recent developments in the field of edu-
cational media involve aids to self-instruction, which
are variously known as programmed learning, learn-
ing through teaching machines, or auto-instruction.
Self-instruction involves carefully written or pro-
grammed materials that ( 1) direct learning through
the presentation of small increments of information;
and (2 ) give the student continual opportunity to
test his own learning. Although these developments
are generally still in experimental stages, certain
programs hold out considerable promise for self-
instruction methods.

Programming may be accomplished through a va-
riety of waysfor example, presented as printed
material or presented by means of mechanical or
electromechanical devices.

Self-instruction equipment and materials have
been found to benefit learning for a number of rea-
sons, including the following: ( 1) the student is re-
quired to participate actively in the learning process;
( 2) the student experiences immediate knowledge of
results; and ( 3) there is increased opportunity for
reinforcement of learning.



CONCLUSION

The number of instructional materials now avail-
able to the schools, as well as the range of different
types of materials, is great. Teachers, specialists,
supervisors, and administrators in California school
districts can expect increasing development of new
resources and refinements of existing ones in the
years just ahead.

While it is important to become familiar with the
various types of materials and devices that are avail-
able and the uses to which they may be put, it is
equally important that each type be evaluated from

the standpoint of its suitability and appropriateness
for a particular instructional program. Not all in-

structional materials are equally effective in a given

situation. In each instance the selection of materials
and equipment should be made with a view to their
potential effectiveness. The selection should be based

on subject content to be covered, instructional objec-
tives, skills and aptitudes of the teacher, grade level

and learning abilities of the students, and the par-
ticular school situation in which the materials and
equipment are to be used. Once the choice is made

and the instructional materials have been acquired,

the instructional personnel who will be handling
them should become thoroughly proficient in their use.
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CHAPTER Ill

OVERHEAD AND OPAQUE
PROJECTORS:
Their Use in Mathematics, Science,
and Modern Foreign Languages
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Perhaps no instructional equipment in the field of
audio-visual education has been the subject of more
undeserved stereotyping, misunderstanding, and un-
imaginative treatment than overhead and opaque
projectors.

In terms of versatility and creativity, it is difficult
to surpass the roles that these projectors can play
in the classroom. This is particularly true of the
overhead projector, which lends itself to a wide va-
riety of practical school uses. The everyday appli-
cations that are being made of these devices in the
fields of mathematics, science, and foreign language
are quite remarkable; and, of course, equally valu-
able applications might also be made of them in
oth fields.

THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

The overhead projector is now receiving the long-
overdue attention it has deserved. It seems to be com-
ing of age as an increasing number of people recog-
nize its versatility. For several years, as a matter of
fact, overhead projectors have been used by busi-
ness, industry, and the armed forces to a far greater
extent than by schools and colleges.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

Essentially, the overhead projector handles a va-
riety of transparent materials and devices. However,
it differs radically from any other type of projector.
It operates in the front of the room, adjacent to the
teacher's desk, and projects a large brilliant image on
the screen or wall immediately behind the teacher.
This location yields advantages since it enables the
teacher to keep in constant eye contact with the
class as materials are developed or manipulated.
Moreover, the projector can operate with a high de-
gree of efficiency in a room that is not equipped with
darkening facilities; it can function acceptably
merely when the lights have been turned off. The
light output of a modern overhead projector is some-
thing that must be seen to be appreciated.

The operation of this machine is simplicity itself.
One switch turns on both the tan and the light. Correct
focus is achieved by turning a knob, and the screen
is correctly orientated by maneuvering a device in

the projection head or by elevating the front of the
projector.

The overhead projector provides the teacher with
an illuminated glass plate that constitutes a writing
sur face, the dimensions of which are either 7" x 7"
or 10" x 10". The projector employs a roll of clear
cellophane or sheets of transparent or colored ace-
tate upon which the teacher can either write during
the class development of a lesson or prepare mate-
rials and illustrations prior to class sessions.

The cellophane roll is moved by small cranks at
the front and back of the glass writing plate. When
the illuminated space on the cellophane is used up,
additional space is supplied as needed simply by
rolling the cellophane to expose a clear writing sur-
face. In the foreign language field especially, many
benefits may be derived from this roller process.

Overheads equipped with special masking adap-
ters may also be used to project slides and filmstrips.

TEACHER-PREPARED MATERIALS

The overhead projector may be used by the
teacher to present anything normally shown on the
chalkboard. Hundreds of different types of prepared
illustrations, problems, formulas, notes, outlines,
graphs, assignments, reviews, or tests can be handled
in this manner. Also, by using special carbons, ma-
terials can be typed on an acetate sheet for projec-
tion. Once materials are prepared, they may be kept
for future use, reference, or review; or they may be
erased from the cellophane roll or acetate sheet with
a soft cloth.

A grease pencil that produces a solid black image
on the white screen is commonly used by teachers
to prepare materials for the overhead projector.
However, special semipermanent transparent inks
are sometimes used in preparing materials on acetate
sheets and cellophane rolls. Specialized equipment
that permits the processing of transparencies in a
matter of seconds, either in black and white or in
color, from original material may also be used to
advantage.

USE OF THE PROJECTOR

The overhead projector may be regarded as an
efficient enabling device because (1) it provides the
teacher with an effective means of illustrating, clari-
fying, or emphasizing certain concepts that need
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special consideration; (2) its operations induce an
almost irresistible and compelling focus of attention
on what is being presented; and (3) it gives the
teacher ample opportunity to be creative in the pres:
entation of materials. In the hands of a skillful
teacher, this type of projector is a valuable ma-
chineone that has a very wide range of instruc-

tional uses.
In addition to teacher-made materials, there are

many excellent commercial transparency series avail-
able for use with the overhead projector, especially
in classwork involving biology, solid geometry, and
elementary science. There is little doubt that an
increasing number of commercially produced mate-
rials will become available for instructional purposes.

111111Lb

The overhead projector allows the effective use of

an overlay technique. By using rectangular or verti-
cal mats to frame an 8"-x-10" writing area, it is a
comparatively simple task to hinge together a series
of inked or processed transparencies and to project
the transparencies one after the other. In this way
it is possible to manipulate an illustration by adding
to it or subtracting from it. For example, sequences
may be shown of the various climate zones of Mex-
ico, the individual steps in solving a mathematical
problem, or a dissection of the human chest cavity.
Each overlay may be written upon with a grease
pencil during projection for purposes of clarification

or additional instruction, and the writing can be
wiped off when it is no longer needed.



TWO-DIMENSIONAL MATERIALS

Closely allied to this technique, but somewhat
more complicated, is the preparation of two-dimen-
sional, working mechancial models, made from h"
to 1" sheets of heavy colored plastic. The operations
of countless mechanisms may be dramatically pre-
sented by this method. On the screen, gears can
mesh, jet engines can redirect thrust for braking,
pumps can intake and exhaust, or the movement of
film through a film gate can be shown. Many moving
functional operations can be ingeniously demon-
strated by the 2-D working model transparency.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

In recent years various polarizing materials for
use with transparencies have become available. A
special polarizing device, mounted immediately be-
low the top lens system, revolves at variable speeds.
Special polarized transparency materials are affixed
to the transparency itself. The combination of the
revolving spinner and the polarizing material pro-
duces an effect of apparent movement on the screen.
This movement may be fast or slow, radiating or

pulsing, up or down, left or right, forward or re-
verse. Seeing a sheet of flat material take on vivid
movement on the screen can be a startling experi-
ence for an audience of young learners. Electric cur-
rents can be shown flowing in one direction and then
reversed; water can be shown moving in a diagram;
gears can be made to rotate; and many aspects of
graphs or outlines can be emphasized in a most dra-
matic manner.

A number of items that may be used with an
overhead projector may be purchased in a dime
store or in an office supply house. For example,
transparent plastic rulers, geometric figures, and cer-
tain biology materials embedded in plastic can be
projected quite satisfactorily. Transparent plastic
slide rules that are designed for use in the overhead
projector are available.

The overhead projector may also be used to show
certain nontransparent materials. For example, many
demonstrations in biology involve the outline, pat-
tern, or silhouette of an object for identification or
comparison. Simple objects such as leaves, shells,
and arrowheads can be projected in sharply sil-
houetted outlines.
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A sheet of acetate can be placed over the glass
writing area and a bar magnet placed on top. Iron
filings sprinkled around the area show the formation
of magnetic lines of force. Many such experiments
lend themselves to overhead projection.

To take this concept a step further, the over-
head's writing area can be used as a "stage" for
projecting enlargements of certain microscopic ma-
terials. For example, planaria or small fish placed in
a petri dish project well; cultures grown in an agar
medium may be shown to great advantage; and a
teacher-made transparency grid can be used to illus-
trate measurement of growth and density.

Many experiments suggested in chemistry text-
books can be demonstrated in the overhead with a
high degree of success, since an understanding of
these experiments depends, in great part, upon the
students' observation of some factors of change. To
give an example, a petri dish or similar clear-glass
container can be filled with boiling water, placed on
the "stage" of the overhead, and a sugar cube
dropped into the water. As the sugar goes into solu-
tion, the rate of solubility and the lines of molecular
force that swirl around the cube as it disintegrates
may be clearly observed. The numerous experiments
that lend themselves to effective presentation by
means of the overhead vary from simple to complex;
some are particularly colorful and fascinating to ob-
serve. Still another advantage lies in the fact that
single experiments may be viewed by the entire
class.

Projector demonstrations of experiments in phys-
ics, biology, or chemistry that use fluids should be
done with the writing area of "stage" perfectly flat.
Projectors that need their base tilted upward in
order to correct keystone and screen orientation are
not as versatile as those in which such correction
is made at the projector head.

The overhead projector is a type of instrument
that should be installed in a classroom or within a
given department of a school on a permanent basis.
Ideally, it should be as immediately available to the
teacher as are chalkboards, maps; and globes. Use
of such an instrument can stimulate much creative
thinking on behalf of both the teacher and his
students.
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THE OPAQUE PROJECTOR

What can an opaque projector de in the class-
room? It can project an almost infinite range of
opaque or nearly opaque materials. Among the many
items it can project successfully are, for example, an
outline map of France, a series of verbs to conjugate,
a formula or theorem, a sketch showing scenery for
a German play, a color photograph of an Atlas mis-
sile in flight, a selection of butterflies or arrowheads,
or photographs from the morning newspaper.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPAQUE PROJECTOR

Marked improvements in the design of opaque
projectors have been made during the past few years.
Current models are simple to operate. Materials
are placed in the machine with ease; focusing is un-
complicated; usually one switch turns on both the
fan and the light. New opaques run much cooler
than their older counterparts, and there is no chance
of damaging appropriately mounted material. Most
units contain a hand-operated, continuous-belt type
of platen that enables materials to be fed semiauto-
matically into the unit with ease and with no spilling
of light. They are also equipped with air-pressure
devices that hold copy firmly in place.

The lumen output in current opaques is above
that of former models; the size of the machine has
been reduced slightly; and there has been consider-
able reduction in weight. Refinements have been
made in projection optics, and most units are avail-
able with a variety of lenses An 18-inch focal-length
lens is standard.

Opaques are now equipped with a built-in light
pointer. This usefui device is a small illuminated
arrow that enables the teacher to point to any por-
tion of the projected image.

Basically, the opaque projector permits the
teacher to project any flat or semiflat, opaque or
nearly opaque material up to 10" x 10" in size. It is
capable of projecting maps and graphs; printed,
typed, or mimeographed pages; portions of books
and magazines; photographs, lithographs, and other
processed illustrations; small paintings done in vari-
ous media; a wide variety of small specimens
mounted flat; simple collections of minerals and
other natural science objects; small pieces or parts
made of metal, plastic, or other material; and many
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other items. All materials are projected in the same
color or colors as in the original One of the most
outstandini, advantages of the opaque projector, and
yet one that is often overlooked, is that it can be
easily used with a great amount of readily available

material.
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Perhaps no country has so readily available a
vast supply of ready-to-use, high-quality illustrative
material as does the United States. Teachers find
that as they collect materials for the opaque pro-
jector and experience its great usability, their in-
terest in collecting increases, and they are able to
develop files of excellent materials in a compara-
tively short time. The possibilities for gathering
usable things are practicaIly infinite.

Illustrations in a book or magazine can be pro-
jected without being removed from the publication
by using a special drawer or glass-plate device with
which most opaque projectors are equipped. Also,
the teacher can make his own illustrations for the
opaque simply by using paper or cardboard and
executing his ideas on it in colored pencil, crayon,
paint, or felt-marking pen. The opaque handles
color very well, and this fact should be kept in mind
when materials are prepared.
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It is often desirable to mount photographs and
magazine illustrations on medium-weight cardboard
for efficient use in the opaque. This can be accom-
plished simply with paste or glue, or by using a dry-
mount process. Mounting is recommended for photo-
graphic prints because they have a tendency to curl
during projection; it is recommended for magazine-
type illustrations because the paper, usually quit,
thin, does not easily stay flat, and unless the st
is uniformly even, the focus may be distortec

Printed, typed, and mimeographed pages can be
used successfully in the opaque projector. However,
it should be remembered that when an entire page ;s

greatly enlarged on the screen, the letters remain in
the same relative proportion as on the original page.
A crowded typed or printed page, therefore, can be

quite difficult to read when projected. The fewer the
words and the larger the print, the better the pro-
jection.

NEW APPLICATIONS

Resourceful effort and a little imagination can
enable one to utilize the opaque projector to an ex-
tent considerably beyond that of ordinary usage.

Innumerable opportunities exist whereby the
opaque can be used to demonstrate a variety of flat
materials in the science field. For example, pressed
wildflowers mounted on 10"-x-10" boards or in cello-
phane-fronted botany envelopes project very well.
This is also true of flat materials in the field of
biologyfish skeletons, bird skins, small furs, and
the like. The technique of mounting and projecting
such items can be effective for several purposes, in-

cluding class observation and class comparison of

one specimen with another.
In the field of paleontology, certain interesting

materials can be projected to good advantage. This
fascinating subject has application from the first
contact that grade school children have with fossils
to projects carried on in an advanced college class.
Some fossil specimens used for instruction may be of
the imprint type; and specimens of sandstone, di-
atomaceous earth, or shale with fossil imprints of
fish, scales, leaves, sea shells, insects, or crinoids
have good possibilities. Many such specimens pro-
ject extremely well, and the built-in light pointer
aids the instructor in illustrating the essential char-
acteristics of the specimen.
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In geology and mineralogy there are numerous
possibilities for opaque projection. Any rock, fossil,
or mineral specimen that is of a size appropriate
for projection may be used. Flat sections of different
types of rock may make an interesting opaque series.
Cut and polished mineral and fossil forms such as
agates, petrified wood, and dinosaur bone may be
projected brilliantly by the machine.

Questions often arise regarding the opaque pro-
jection of specimens that are flat but too thickfor
example, a joined group of quartz crystals with a
flat base but with crystals protruding from 1" to 3"
above the matrix. When any object that is more
than r in depth is projected, distortion of the image

may be expected because of the focus required to
make all parts of the object equally clear. Some ma-

terials that are too thick for projection may have to
be cut and prepared in the form of 1-inch slabs.
Depending on the facilities available to the school, it

is not always possible to prepare specimens for pro-
jection by cutting and polishing. However, unpol-
ished specimens can usually be projected satisfac-
torily, and there are many objects that are flat
enough and small enough to be projected without
cutting.

Another aspect to the projection of specimen ma-
terial has to do with the mounting of small items
in the Riker mount, which is a flat, glass-topped,
cotton-packed box available in a variety of sizes.
Items such as butterflies, arrowheads, coins, small

fossils, leaves, flowers, single crystals or small
groups of crystals, sea shells, and the like can be
mounted (1) for individual study; and (2) for class
study through opaque projection.

Still another aspect involving the classroom use of
specimens is that a large number of specimen mate-
rials may be of local origin. There is always a cer-
tain eegree of intensified interest in materials that
are found in the community or surrounding region

either by the children or by the instructor, whether
they be rocks, grasshoppers, seaweed, plants, or In-

dian arti facts.
Specimen collections that are of sufficient quality

to benefit instruction take on new dimensions and a
lively emphasis when they are viewed simultane-
ously through the medium of the opaque projector.
Recognition of the special interests of the students



and a willingness to venture imagination and in-
genuity are among the ingredients that go into the
development of a stock of valuable resource mate-
rial for use with this equipment.

LIMITATIONS OF USE

Certain limitations involved in the use of the
opaque projector certainly do not detract from the
overall potential of this type ci instrument, but
teachers and students should be aware of them.
Knowing both the possibilities and the limitations
of the instrument means that it will be used to sound

advantage.
First of all, this projector accepts only opaque or

nearly opaque materials. It will not project trans-
parencies or slides of any type.

Secondly, unlike the overhead projector, the

opaque functions best under conditions of maximum

darkness. Although recent improvements have been

made in the light output of opaques, the fact re-
mains that the darker the room, the better the

image. This does not mean, however, that the class-

room has to be pitch black. The differential in light

output between an overhead and an opaque pro-
jector depends upon the light source and the type

of material to be projected. The opaque operates by

reflecting light into and then from opaque material.

The overhead passes light directly through a trans-

parency and through a lens system. The reflected

light of opaques gives less illumination than the

light from other types of projectors.
Thirdly, the opaque functions from a projection

location in the center or rear of the classroom, and
the light is thrown a much greater distance corn-

pared with that of an overhead, which operates at
the front of the room / only a few feet from the
screen.

Finally, opaque projectors are large and somewhat
cumbersome by comparison with smaller types of
audio-v;sual equipmenta limitation, however, that
is eclipsed by the inherent values of the instrument.

The National Defense Education Act has done
much to focus attention on the many contributions
that efficient instructional aids have made and are
making to effective classroom instruction. Overhead
and opaque projectors have been found to be practi-

cal and valuable tools. They should be used realis-
tically and imaginatively by teachers, specialists,
students, and others who are actively involved in

the instructional program.
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The classroom is a workshop composed of many
sections, each contributing to the total educational
program. The environment of the classroom, there-
fore, is an important factor in stimulating learning,
and the creative teacher must know how to utilize

it most effectively.
The classroom should be planned and organized

as an inviting place in which to learn. The provisions
that are made should help to motivate students, pro-
mote their interest in learning, and encourage learn-

ing that is meaningful. Within an environment of
this type, the creative teacher can stimulate interest
in mathematics, science, and foreign language and
motivate learning by the wise use of projected and
nonprojected materials.

Among the more important nonprojected materials
that can be used to advantage in classroom work
related to these subject fields are bulletin boards,
classroom centers of interest, collections and dis-
plays of flat pictures, charts, classroom libraries, and
flLanel boards and chalkboards.

BULLETIN BOARDS

Bulletin boards constitute an almost indispensable

resource for the teaching of mathematics, science.
and modern foreign languages. They serve as "vis-
ual texts" augmenting regular curriculum areas, pro-
vide motivation for students, and assure a ready
source of informative material for the class. Bulle-
tin boards may be two- or three-dimensional; they
may be simple or elaborate; they are used by both
students and teachers.

Bulletin board displays may be constructed from
various types of materials, and the rules relating to
their use are relatively few. Each display should be
provided with an appropriate caption or title to

ensure student understanding and to unify the items
displayed. Titles and other data may be typed on in-
dex cards ( sizes ranging from 3" x 5" to 5" x 8") or
handprinted with crayons or chalk on white or col-
ored paper. Cutout letters may also be used; one
method is to provide for each letter a template cut
from X-ray film.

Careful attention should be given to the special
arrangements of bulletin board displays. Crowded
inf ormation cannot readily be absorbed by the stu-
dent. The design of each display should provide

sufficient blank space to rest the eyes as well as to
accentuate the materials displayed. It is generally
more feasible, therefore, to provide one clearly ex-
pressed presentation of an idea per bulletin board
than to attempt to provide several.

Because bulletin boards are usually constructed
of cork, composition board, or other semisoft mate-
rial, small containers such as tack boxes, paper
drinking cups, or crayon boxes can be fastened to
the board to support certain objects for display.
Paper is attached with pins. There is little need to
cover the entire board with background material
although a few pieces of colored paper may be used
for accent. Foreign newspapers used as backgrounds
are useful in language studies.

Free and inexpensive bulletin board materials
may be obtained from industrial and commercial
houses and from national organizations in the fields

of mathematics, science, and languages. Many of
these firms and organizations publish literature and
pictures especially for schools. Interest in mathe-
matics may be heightened by illustrating, for ex-
ample, the intricacies of electronic digital computa-
tion, especially in conjunction with a related display
of student papers showing the similarities between
higher mathematics and that which is studied at the
particular grade level involved. Interest in science
may be sharpened by well illustrated accounts of ex-
ploits in the space age. Interest in foreign languages
may be promoted by displaying travel folders, maga-
zines, and other materials printed in the language or
languages being studied.

Whenever possible, bulletin board projects should

be conducted by student committees so that young
people may acquire skills in the portrayal of their
ideas. Originality alone is not sufficient to justify a
display; the project must contribute to learning by
communicating some idea or information needed to
clarify or implement the classroom instruction. The
bulletin board, moreover, does not exist in isolation;
it is related to other teaching materials and may
serve as an introduction to new units of study as a
supplement to existing studies or as a summary of

a study just completed.
Book jackets and record album covers may be

fastened to bulletin boards to acquaint the class
with titles and originators of books and recordings
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considered pertinent to the subject areas. Teaching
a foreign language may be clarified and to some
extent simplified when recordings are used in con-
junction with displays having to do with idioms,
sentence structure, and rules of grammar. Tape re-
corders, motion picture projectors, and other devices
may be placed on a table directly beneath a bulletin
board and connected by strings to printed explana-
tions and diagrams on the board.

Bulletin boards should be changed regularly to
prevent monotony. It is wise for the teacher to re-
move and replace one bulletin board at a time rather
than attempt to revise the room completely, for the
task of creating an entirely new set of bulletin
boards for the classroom is a demanding one.

28

CENTERS OF INTEREST

Centers of interest are sections of the classroom
devoted to the display of subject area resources. For
example, a center of interest may be simply a table
or cabinet that houses a rock collection or an assort-
ment of sea shells: or it may be a shelf full of well-
chosen books.

A science center of interest, depending on the
grade level, may contain one of many thingsan
aquarium, growing plants, a geology display, a mi-
croscope, a terrarium, or a wide selection of science
books and periodicals.

A foreign language center of interest is most ef-
fective when it exhibits the language books, arts and
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crafts, maps, toys, photographs, and pamphlets that
deal with the social, cultural, and linguistic chai ac-
teristics of the country whose language is under

study.
A mathematics center of interest may be used to

establish mathematical concepts and functions. This

can be done, for instance, with displays that contain

pieces of cardboard shaped geometrically, segmented

forms illustrating fractions and percentages, an
abacus contrasted with a modern calculating ma-
chine, and other materials and devices.

All displays should be labeled and titled with suffi-

cient information so that students may readily com-
prehend their meanings and purposes without the
help of the teacher. The skillful use of colored con-

struction paper as a background for titles or as a
means of accent or emphasis is likely to make the
center an attractive one. Eievating on a box or car-
ton an object that has special significance makes it
the focal point of a display and draws attention to
the role assigned to it. A simple cardboard box cov-
ered with any type of decorative paper may be used

for this purpose.
Centers of interest are sometimes composed solely

of items that originate outside the classroom. Ex-
tensive collections of such items may be gathered
during the school year. A large collection of signs,

menus, and tourist guides collected by a teacher of

German and the members of his class was used to
emphasize the practicality and usefulness of that
language. Students in a mathematics class arranged
displays showing stock market fluctuations, the dis-
tribution of the national budget, and the formula-
tion of airplane schedules as illustrations of applied
mathematics. The display of a small-scale model
steam engine proved as engrossing to adult visitors

to a science classroom as it was to the students.
The effectiveness of a center of interest is not

dependent upon intricate construction or fancy em-
bellishment. Excessive attention to appearance can

easily obscure the purpose. The aim of a display
should be that of the best way to communicate the
idea behind it; often the best way is the simplest.

FLAT PICTURES

The study of mathematics, science, and foreign
languages may be expanded by the class.:oom use of
collections and displays of flat pictureF. Pictures of
this type offer the advantages of being readily avail-
able, easy to store, inexpensive, and related to topics

of immediate interest. They may be handled by stu-
dents in the classroom, studied closely, or taken
home for further study.

Flat illustrations are generally easy to obtain.
They may be clipped from magazines, newspapers,
brochures, and pamphlets published for the general
public or for the specific fields of mathematics,
science, and foreign languages. Airlines, steamship
companies, railroads, travel agencies, foreign con-
sulates, oil concerns, and other agencies publish pic-

tures, posters, pamphlets, and other materials that
may be used to advantage for illustrative purposes.
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In recent years major magazines have produced
color photographs and drawings on such subjects as
the evolution of man, the solar system, space travel,
the sea, advances in science, developments in mathe-
matics, and the foreign countries whose languages
are studied today in American schools. Good photo-
graphs of great scientists, mathematicians, or lin-

guists, prominently displayed, motivate students and
stimulate their curiosity; folding cardboard easels
made by students may be used to display them.
Scrapbooks containing flat pictures frequently pro-
vide students with rich information related to their
interests in science, mathematics, and foreign lan-
guage.

Pictures cut from magazines should be mounted
to ensure permanency, easy handling, and storage.
Mounting is a simple process and may be done in

numerous ways, the simplest of which is gluing or
pasting the picture to a piece of cardboard. Good

results may be realized from using rubber cement,
casein glue (thinned with a little water ), or regular
school paste. Dry mounting may be done through
the services of the audio-visual department, and
dry-mount tissue may be applied with a hot kitchen
iron.

Mounted pictures should be trimmed to standard
sizes to facilitate storing or filing and should be pre-
served with a coat of protective spray. A commer-

cial plastic spray provides a mat film; shellac
thinned with alcohol may be either sprayed or
brushed on. Titles and other pertinent information
should be typed on cards and these, in turn, pasted
to the backs of the pictures for identification. Pic-
tures should be filed according to subject area. Card-
board cartons make excellent file cases.

CHARTS

At all grade levels charts are a useful means of
displaying information. They should be large, easily
read, noncluttered, simply lettered, and communi-
cable from some distance away. The teaching of sci-

ence, mathematics, and foreign language may be
facilitated by charts that are illustrated with draw-
ings made directly on the chart sur face or with pic-
tures pasted on or attached to them.

Chart paper comes in standard sizes; usually two
holes are punched along the top so that it can be
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used with a chart rack. Charts may be lettered with
crayon, grease pencil, India ink, or felt-tipped pen,
the latter being most suitable for speed and con-
venience. Most charts are temporary, but some may
be used again and should be stored for future
projects.

Students .may create effective charts in relation to
such diverse subjects as the solar system, conjuga-
tions of irregular French verbs, and the derivations
of equations in mathematics. These charts may be
used in combination with other audio-visual mate-
rials that amplify the information summarized in
the chart.

Charts may be used to illustrate models of en-
gines, airplanes, space ships, submarines, the human
eye or heart, or a series of idiomatic expressions in
a foreign language. Sequential charts dealing with
mathematical concepts, scientific developments, and
linguistic processes are valuable classroom resources.

CLASSROOM LIBRARIES

Every classroom should have a library. It may be
merely a shelf or a table on which books dealing
with subjects currently being studied are displayed,
but these books should be readily accessible to stu-
dents for school and home use. It goes without say-
ing that these and other types of publications mak-
ing up the classroom library should be of the best
possible quality and should be relevant to the sub-
jects under study.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The classroom teacher should make every effort
to have available in his room a wide variety of non-

projective devices that help to make mathematics,
science, and foreign language instruction interesting
and absorbing for the students. Many of these re-
sources require no special operating skills.

The teaching of mathematics may be aided, for
example, by the use of a flannel board. Learning
about addition and subtraction is easier when the
student can watch things actually being added or
taken away; and learning about fractions is simpli-
fied when students see that the division of a pie is
actually a fraction problem.

A flannel board may be constructed of plywood
or cardboard covered with flannel. Drawn and cut-
out letters or numerals, illustrations from magazines,
and even small objects may be backed with flannel
for use on the board. Equally good substitutes for
flannel are sandpaper or flocking ( available in
sprays).

The chalkboard, that ever-present, time-honored,
taken-for-granted resource, is a most effective teach-
ing device if it is used properly. Colored chalk adds
a new dimension to the chalkboard, especially in
illustrating scientific concepts. When lessons are
concluded, chalkboard exercises or illustrations that
are worth retaining may be transferred to charts or
reproduced for display on bulletin boards.

Any nonpr6jected resource that augments, aids,
stimulates, motivates, or brings to the student a new
facet of learning is usable. Education in mathematics,
science, and foreign languages is being broadened.
Each day progress is made in the field of teaching
aids. A wise teacher uses them to make wiser
children.
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The National Defense Education Act, passed in
1958 to strengthen and otherwise improve our na-
ational welfare, focused attention on the importance
of people of different countries being able to ex-
change ideas through the use of one another's native
tongues. This act made it possible for the schools to
introduce a new type of instruction in modern for-
eign languages to help students develop the language
skills required to exchange ideas with people whose
native languages are other than English.

In the first two years following the passage of the
National Defense Education Act, more than $21,-
000,000 was spent for new kinds of modern foreign
language instructional facilities in the public schools.
Half of this expenditure was made from NDEA
funds, and half was made from the funds of the
school districts that acquired the facilities. The U. S.
Office of Education reported early in 1961 that over
2,500 language laboratories were in use in the
schools; reports from other sources are to the effect
that many more installations will be completed and
put into use during 1962.

The experience that the Armed Forces and humer-

ous colleges and high schools in the nation have had
with language instruction has borne out the fact that
systematic audio-lingual practice activities are highly
important in learning to speak a foreign language
and that they are particularly important in the be-
ginning phase of language study. This experience has
also revealed that electronic and automated language
laboratory equipment enables most students to de-
velop language skills to a higher degree of profi-
ciency than would be the case without the equip-
ment.

Language laboratory facilities multiplr the oppor-
tunities for all students to have (1) regular and
frequent oral practice sessions; (2) the individual
instruction that is needed; and (3) a wide variety
of accurate and realistic lesson material with which

to practice. The new facilities are helping an in-
creasing number of students io learn to communicate
effectively in a foreign tongue, and these facilities
are helping not only those who are academically tal-

ented but also those who are of modest or somewhat

limited intellectual abilities.
Enrollments in foreign language classes through-

out the nation are expanding, particularly at the

beginning levels in the secondary school. Instruc-
tion in foreign language fundamentals in the elemen-
tary school is on the increase, and the pupils are
showing much enthusiasm for it. It is apparent, then,
that because of the forward strides that are being
taken in the field of foreign language instruction
and because of the important bearing that language
skills have upon the world scene today, language
laboratory equipment, facilities, and materials merit
serious consideration for regular use in the schools
to whatever extent it is possible to use them in each
school or school district.

Increasing numbers of secondary school teachers
as well as college instructors are taking special sum-
mer school training designed to develop skill and
understanding in ways of using a language labora-
tory with maximum effectiveness. NDEA funds pro-
vide assistance both to the institutions offering the
training and to those who enroll.

The following sections are concerned with the
fundamentals, functions, and types of language lab-
oratories; current patterns of laboratory installa-
tions; and some guidelines for planning language
laboratory facilities.

FUNDAMENTALS OF LANGUAGE LABORATORIES

Prior to any planning that may be done by a
school district for the provision of language labora-
tory facilities, it is important that the following
essential information regarding such facilities be

clearly understood: basic concepts, elements, func-
tions, purposes, and advantages of language labora-
tory equipment and materials.

MEANING OF THE TERM "LANGUAGE LABORATORY"

The term "language laboratory" is used to refer
generally to a combined installation of certain audio-
visual and audio-lingual facilities in which auto-
mated and electronic devices, circuits, and materials
are used to increase the learning efficiency of stu-
dents in foreign language classes, particularly in the
spoken phase of language instruction.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS AND FUNCTIONS OF A
LANGUAGE LABORATORY

The major function of language laboratory facili-
ties is to help students develop lingual skills by
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listening to and orally responding to a large number
and variety of prerecorded language practice mate-
rials. Some of the student's work is done simultane-
ously with that of the other students in the class-
room; all of it, however, is done independently and
semiprivately---that is, each student has his own
booth and equipment and is not distracted by the
practice of others in the room. Another function,
depending upon the class or level of equipment used
(see Class III, page 40) is to enable students to
record and listen to their own voices and to check

their own progress.
The principal components of a language labora-

tory system and the specific functions of each are as
follows:

Prerecorded materials for instruction and practice.
Prerecorded materials for instruction and practice
usually consist of magnetic tapes for use on tape-
recording equipment, but some records are still used.

1. Instructional material, planned with great care,
is arranged in proper sequence and with proper
timing. It is closely related to the other instruc-
tional activities that are carried on with the
class group.

2. Tapes usually include such exercises as dia-
logue drills, question-and-answer pairs, pattern
practice, conversation practice, and compre-
hension tests. The sound from the tapes or
records should be of high quality.

3. To date much of the prerecorded practice ma-
terial has been prepared by teachers for use in
their own classrooms. The first commercially
prepared tapes were merely voiced selections
from existing textbooks with the traditional ap-
proach; generally they were not satisfactory.
Newly available sets of tapes, however, give
evidence of careful preparation around estab-
lished audio-lingual learning principles. Some
of these are being prepared by textbook pub-
lishers and are closely correlated with the new
text materials.

4. Most of the tapes may be purchased at reason-
able prices, with textbook publishers often fur-
nishing, without charge, master tapes from
which schools may make their own copies.
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Instructor's station. The instructor's station is

equipped with what is called the "console," which

includes the following:

1. Equipment for playing the prerecorded mate-
rials and transmitting the sound through appro-
priate channels to the students. This equip-
ment usually consists of two or more tape
players, amplifiers, and level-control devices.
Often a record player is included. Distribution
facilities usually provide for each channel to be
switched ( at the console) to all of the students
simultaneously or to individual students, as the
situation in the practice sessions may require.

2. Equipment for monitoring each student's oral
responses ( without interrupting him), and for
communicating privately with him regarding
his work. This equipment includes a switching
panel that has a control for each student station
so that the teacher can monitor the student's
responses and communicate with the student.
The controls are numbered to correspond with
the student stations in the the room and are
usually arranged in a pattern that corresponds
with that of the student stations. The instruc-
tor's "intercom" unit, consisting of headphones,
microphone, and microphone amplifier, is a
part of the console equipment.

Student stations. The language laboratory con-
tains units known as student stations. Each such sta-
tion constitutes an individual laboratory for each
student in the class group and s.hould include:

1. A headphone set to enable the student to hear
the lesson material and the instructor's voice
coming via the sound channel from the instruc-
tor's console.

2. A microphone, sometimes hand-held but more
often mounted on the student's desk, and a
small amplifier. These devices allow the student
to hear clearly his own responses as he makes
them. They also provide opportunity for the
student to monitor all phases of classwork and
to be in constant communication with the in-
structor. The amplifier usually contains stu-
dent volume-level controls for the incoming
lesson material and for the student's voice re-
sponses.



3. A "booth," approximately 24" x 30", that serves
to house the equipment described in the fore-
going and semi-isolates the studentsacousti-
cally and visuallyone from another. Best
practice requires that all booths face toward
the front of the room so that projected visual
materials may be correlated with the taped
sound exercises. For this purpose and to ensure
eye contact with the instructor, the front of
each booth is usually kept open or provided
with clear glass.

4. A tape recorder may also be provided for each
booth. This should be a dual-track type espe-
cially designed so that the student may play a
portion of the master lesson on one track and
record his own responses on the other. He may
then play back both tracks and compare his
responses with that of the master voice. He
may erase his own responses and then record
repeatedly until his performance matches that
of the master voice. The recorder also permits
each student to progress at his own rate.
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3. A "booth," approximately 24" x 30", that serves
to house the equipment described in the fore-
going and semi-isolates the studentsacousti-
cally and visuallyone from another. Best
practice requires that all booths face toward
the front of the room so that projected visual
materials may be correlated with the taped
sound exercises. For this purpose and to ensure
eye contact with the instructor, the front of
each booth is usually kept open or provided
with clear glass.

4. A tape recorder may also be provided for each
booth. This should be a dual-track type espe-
cially designed so that the student may play a
portion of the master lesson on one track and
record his own responses on the other. He may
then play back both tracks and compare his
responses with that of the master voice. He
may erase his own responses and then record
repeatedly until his performance matches that
of the master voice. The recorder also permits
each student to progress at his own rate.
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ADVANTAGES OF LANGUAGE LABORATORY FACILITIES

The following are among the advantages that are
found in the use of language laboratory f acilities
either in a room that is utilized altogether as a lan-

guage laboratory or in a standard-type classroom
that uses language laboratory equipment and mate-
rials.

Students are able to listen to a greater amount of

spoken language material by the use of tape and disc
recordings than is possible in a classroom that does
not have such equipment. A wider variety of mate-
rials can also be made available. Tape recordings
prepared by the teacher or by other persons, includ-

ing natives of the country whose language is being
learned, can be accumulated to provide a rich class-
room library of spoken materials. These sources
lessen the continuous dependence of the students
upon the classroom teacher for aural practice and
free the teacher for more observation of student re-
action and progress.

Students are able to hear the spoken language
much more clearly by means of headphones than
they would hear it directly from the instructor in the
traditional type of group instruction. Moreover, they
hear their own responses clearly without the confu-

sion and misunderstanding that sometimes result
from group responding. Learning correct pronuncia-
tion is greatly assisted by the clarity of headphone

reception.

The amount of speaking practice is greatly in-
creased. Each student is provided with the opportu-
nity to get much more speaking practice than is
usually provided in a group instruction situation.
instead of waiting turns and speaking only a few
lines during a class period, each student can practice
steadily for as much of the period as it is deemed
desirable.

Recording and comparing responses assists stu-
dents in eliminating errors and fixing language pat-
terns. By recording their responses to the master
material and then playing back these responses, stu-
dents are given opportunity to compare their work
with that of the master. When mistakes occur, the
students repeat the record-listen-compare cycle as
many times as necessary to eliminate them from
their responses.



Students gain a high degree of self-confidence
through laboratory practice. The semiprivate effect
of the headphones and the partial enclosure of the
booth markedly lessen the self-consciousness that
most adolescents and many adults experience when
they are required to respond orally in a group, espe-
cially during the early phases of language study.

Students may proceed satisfactorily at their own
learning rates. When language laboratory facilities
are used, the class practices simultaneously; and yet
each student may go on to more advanced material
whenever he is ready for it, or he can continue to
repeat the practice until the material that has been
assigned is adequately mastered. At the college level
where students study independently on campus, the
laboratory provides opportunities for individual lan-
guage practice outside of class periods.

The teadzer is free to work directly witlz each stu-
dent via the intercommunication circuit. This direct
but private contact enables the teacher to evaluate
the progress and learning difficulties of each student
and to provide the needed assistance and guidance.
The laboratory facilities also make it possible for the
teacher to work directly with a small group of stu-
dents simultaneously through the intercommunica-
tion circuit or by means of placing groups at desks,
tables, or tablet-arm chairs in the front of the room.

TYPES OF LANGUAGE LABORATORIES

Language laboratory facilities to date have varied
considerably in design, construction, and cost ( 1 )

from simple and inexpensive equipment that is

added to existing classrooms to complex and costly
installations that are made in specially designed
rooms; P nd ( 2 ) from facilities that provide only
limited language practice activities to ones that at-
tempt to meet all possible needs.

Some extreme variations in the early development
of language laboratory facilities were probably due
to the fact that school districts lacked experience in
planning these new language tools and even in using
them. Also, manufacturers and suppliers have been
uncertain regarding the design and the quality re-
quired of the facilitie,. During the past year, how-
ever, equipment of a more uniform type has been
produced and is being installed in many widely sepa-
rate school districts.

Even with this trend toward uniformity in lan-
guage laboratory design, it is not probable that a
standardized design will meet the requirements of all
schools. Language teaching practices, like those in
other subjects, can be expected to vary somewhat
among teachers and among different age groups of
students. These differences, plus those of school budg-
ets, will probably continue the need for each school
or school district to decide for itself the specific pat-
tern of language laboratory facilities that will best
meet its own requirements.

After planning the kind of language laboratory
facilities deemed the most appropriate, a school dis-
trict prepares a set of educatic;nal specifications that
state the instructional functions that the laboratory
is expected to perform. These specifications "are
essential for use by the business office in obtaining
the quotations or bids from equipment suppliers and
to ensure that the facilities purchased and installed
will provide for the planned functions to the degree
specified." 1 The specifications should set forth the
size and type of laboratory desired. The size is de-
te:.mined by the number of student stations and the
number of sound channels that are to be used simul-
taneously. The type of facility is expressed in terms
of ( 1 ) th Inds of language practice activities de-
sired; and (2 ) the utilization plan that has been
developed for the facilities.

The laboratory facilities selected by a school dis-

trict would consist of one of the types described in

the sections that follow.

TY PES IN TERMS OF KINDS OF AUDIOLINGUAL
PRACTICE ACTIVITIES

The types of language laboratory facilities that
should be considered in terms of audio-lingual prac-
tice activities are ranked according to "class" or
"level."

Class Ilistening only, to prerecorded materials.
Sometimes termed "Level I," this type of facility
can be as simple as the assignment of a tape recorder
to a foreign language classroom for regular use of
prerecorded materials. However, the addition of wir-
ing for sound transmission and headphones for stu-
dent listening provides a greatly improved listening
facility.

I A Gude /fa the net elopmen: of language abooPabJr) lot dales. Prepared bv
the Bureau of AudioNisual and Sci,,ml I Ibrary Edut a fion in cooperation with the
Bureau of National De ience F ducation Act Administration. Bulletin of the ( at, -
trnia State Department of Education, Vol. XXIX, No. /o, October, Iwo', p.
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Class IIlistening and responding, to prerecorded
materials. This type of facility, sometimes referred

to as "Level II," provides for efficient listening to

prerecorded practice materials via headphones plus
oral response by the student via a microphone. The
design of this kind of facility permits the student to
hear clearly his own responses. It also permits the
teacher to listen to and to talk with each student pri-

vately. Usually acoustic separators are placed be-

tween student stations; these partiticns form

"booths" that reduce sound interference.

Class 111listening, msponding, and recording.
Often designated as a "Level III" installation anti
sometimes inaccurately spoken of as a "complete"
laboratory, this class of racility provides the most
satisfactory method at the present time for enabling

each student to have repetitive oral practice at his
own rate of progress. By use of a student station re-
corder, each student is daily provided with his own
"master lesson" and with the means to record and
play back his own responses for repeated compari-
sons with the master example until he has attained

a satisfactory degree of accomplishment. Since this

type of facility requires a specially designed dual-

channel tape recorder at each student station in ad-
dition to the equipment in a Class II installation, it
has a much higher initial cost than that of the Class
I or Class II type and usually requires greater main-

tenance expenditures.
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TYPES-IN TERMS OF THE UTILIZATION PLAN

Types of language laboratory facilities may also
be considered in terms of the instructional plan re-
garding how the facilities are to be utilized.

The independent practice type. Sometimes called

the "library" type, this laboratory facility is planned

for the use of students outside of regular class in-
struction periods. It may be located in a glassed-in

area adjacent to a classroom; with this arrangement,
general control may be exerted by a nearby class-
room teacher. More often, however, it is a part of
the school library facilities. Since the student prac-

tices completely by himself or with the occasional

help of a teacher or laboratory assistant, Class III
equipment is required, but generally only a few sta-

tions are installed.

The classroom practice type. This type of facil-
itythe one most widely usedrequires a student
station for each member of the class group. It per-
mits independent audio-lingual practice activities on

the part of each student but requires that this be

done during scheduled class periods. Most impor-
tant, the teacher is available constantly to supervise

the students' practice, that is, to assist each student
as he needs help and to check his progress so that

he is not repeating exercises needlessly or "fixing"

errors.

a.



CURRENT PATTERNS OF LANGUAGE
LABORATORY I NSTALLATIO NS

A few schools have constructed their Own lan-
guage laboratories or have assembled and installed
them out of purchased components. However, most
public schools and most colleges and universities
have contracted with established suppliers for lan-
guage laboratory installations. The sections that fol-
low contain descriptions of common patterns of de-
sign and installat:on.

Foreign language departments in colleges and uni-
versities have given leadership in exploring and de-
veloping language laboratories. Some of the early
installations consisted of relatively simple listening
facilities only. However, in the past few years the
majority of college language laboratories have been
of the Class III tyre. And they are usually arranged
for independent practice by students outside of class
periods, often under the supervision of a language
laboratory technician. There is a trend, nevertheless,
for the number and arrangement of the 'student sta-
tions to be increased so that whole class groups can

be scheduled at one time with the instructor in at-
tendance.

AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Early high school language laboratories tended to
be replicas of collegiate installations. Increasingly,
however, secondary schools have required and de-
veloped a design more appropriate for the instruc-
tional organization of high school programs. The ma-
jority of high school installations now are of the
type that involves class group practice. There is a
tendency to favor the Class II type of facility, prob-
ably because of budget reasons, but also because it
is relatively simple for students to use. Many schools
provide for a few of the student stations to have
Class III equipment; under this provision, student
use of these stations is rotated to secure some of the
advantages of the "record-and-compare" type of
practice activity.

At first, high schools tended to provide only one
language laboratory per school, even in large schools.
Hence, use of the laboratory was rigidly scheduled.
Sometimes the installation was in a room not other-
wise used, but frequently it was in one of the regu-
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lar language classrooms; this necessitated a "musical
chairs" routine for use of the facilities by all of the
classes. There is evidence now that an increasing
number of junior and senior high schools are recog-
nizing the importance of daily short periods of audio-
lingual practiceespecially during the first two

years of language study- -and are therefore equip-
ping each foreign language classroom with its own
laboratory facilities. Many schools are providing
student stations without the acoustic separators or
stations with fold-down partitions to make the room
easily convertible for purposes of ( 1 ) language lab-
oratory practice; or ( 2 ) regular class activities.

AT THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Only a comparatively few elementary schools
have installed language laboratory facilities of the
types used by secondary schools and colleges. Many
elementary schools have installed Class I listening
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units in their classrooms usually in the form of a
-listening corner" to enable small groups to have the
experience of listening to records or tapes. However,
e12mentary school foreign language instruction seems
to be making considerable progress in the use of cor-
related visual and sound materials. Instruction via
television is also being used extensively, but more as
a substitute for trained language teachers than as an
audio-visual language learning device. As foreign
language instruction in the elementary grades be-
comes more widely established and as it becomes
more clearly delineated as to organization and tech-
niques, audio-visual and electronic devices will
likely be developed to an extent that they will be
substantial and effective aids in the foreign language
instructional program.

SOME GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING LANGUAGE
LABORATORY FACILMES

Educators are recogni:,:ng the fact that language
laboratory equipment and materials that are of the
highest possible quality are most effective aids to
students in the job of learning accurately the un-
familiar sounds of a foreign tongue. Consequently
there is an increasing demand on the part of the
schools that the design and construction of language
laboratory facilities provide for quality of sound
equivalent to that of the natural voice. The require-
ments for high quality of sound reproduction apply
not only to the "live" processes that take place in a
language laboratory, such as intercommunication,
recording, and responding, but to prerecorded tapes
and discs as well.

Laboratory layouts should provide for increasing
use of projected visual material that is correlated
with aural-oral practice exercises. Accurate associa-
tion of the spoken-language sounds with the objects,
situations, and concepts for which they have mean-
ing is an essential element in the audio-lingual ap-
proach to language instruction, particularly in the
beginning phase. Heretofore, the emphasis has been
on acquiring sound-reproduction facilities for prac-
tice purposes; however, related visual materials
slides, filmstrips, and motion pictures-- are now be-
ing prepared for classroom utilization, al d language
laboratories should be so designed that these mate-
rials can be used to advaniage.



Classroom-laid- i ory ombinations should not
freeze the foreign ianguage classroom into a rigid
arrangement; neither should the laboratory equip-
ment take up all the space in the room. Although the
instructor's console and the student stations are con-
nected by wiring and must be in fixed positions, as
much space as possible should be left for other kinds
of language learning materials and activities for
example, simple dramatizations, bulletin board dis-
plays, realia exhibits, posters and photographs for
background atmosphere, shelves for reference books
and periodicals, and chalkboards.

It is important that school districts carefully
check their bid notices to ensure that only essential
features are specified. Sometimes the use of a manu-
facturer's specifications will include in the bid re-
quirements some "gimmick" that is peculiar to a
certain laboratory design but unessential to the effi-
cient functioning of a laboratory in a given school.
It is also recommended that more than one bid be
reviewed; the elimination of competitive bids gen-
erally increases the cost of the facilities needed.

It is becoming increasingly possible for schools to
make a simple and relatively inexpensive start in
acquiring basic laboratory equipment ( for example,
a tape recorder for each language classroom ) and
then, over a period of time, to add some additional
features ( such as headphones, microphones, console,
and even student recorders) without loss of the ini-
tial investment.

When a school district selects language laboratory
equipment, emphasis should also be placed upon
simplicity of operation and ruggedness of construc-
tion. Operational directions should be required of
the supplier who furnishes the equipment or who
makes the installation. Some maintenance of the fa-
cilities is to be expected--both preventative inspec-
tions and replacementssince operation of the
equipment obviously brings on wear and deteriora-
tion. The design of the facilities should provide for
ease of maintenance, which should be based upon
the instructions and diagrams furnished by the sup-
plier or installer.

School administrators and school patrons need to
be. aware that the acceptance of the new goals for

faisswegastair.
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spoken language competency and the audio-lingual
approach in teaching spoken language represent a
major adjustment for foreign language teachers,
most of whom have had training and experience to-
ward different objectives and with different tech-
niques. Learning to use the new tools for the new
approach--the language laboratory facilitiesis an
added complication. Then too, many adjustments in
the language curriculum will be required as colleges,
high schools, and elementary scheols seek to provide
and maintain a coordinated continuity of language
learning. Caution, patience, and mutual forebear-
ance as well as enthusiastic efforts to apply the new
possibilities with maximum benefit, are needed by
all who are concerned with these important develop-
ments in foreign language instruction.
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The Natioaal Defense Education Act has had a
substantial effect upon the development of instruc-

tional television in California salools, directly as a

source of funds for equipment and indirectly as a

means of focusing attention on the role of television

in the instructional program. It is appropriate, then,

that an assessment be made of the value of instruc-
tional television, the educational uses to which it
may be put, the problems and questions that are
being raised about its use, and its place in the total

instructional system.

VALUES OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

Television can make a worthwhile contribution to

classroom instruction. It can improve instruction,

stimulate learning, supply valuable content, and
serve as a means of meeting some pressing adminis-

trative problems.
Many research studies show that television can

be used for instruction and learning at all levels,

that such learning is as measurable as conventional
learning, and that the key to the value of television

as an aid to teaching is the way in which it is used.

TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

The TV lesson or presentation reaches the student

in the classroom in one of three different ways
through broadcasts over a TV station, through
closed-circuit cables, or as a magnification of some-

thing in the classroom itself.

BROAD( AST TV: Commutum AND
EDUCATIONAL STATIONS

Most people associate television with broadcast
programs, transmitted at specific times over licensed

channels, viewable by anyone with a TV set within
the reception range of the broadcasting stations.
These may be commercial stations broadcasting oc-
casional educational programs or noncommercial ed-

ucational stations devoting their total time to cul-
tural and instructional programs. Approximately 75
noncommercial educational stations are operating in

the United States, two of which are in California
KQED in San Francisco and kVIE in Sacra-

mento 1. Channels for six additional noncommercial

educational stations are allocated to California. It
should be noted, however, that if all eight of the
channels allocated to California were in use, the

facilities would still be inadequate for the schools
to have the programs they require at the times when

the programs can be used to best advantage.
Broadcasting facilities can be a means for success-

fully presenting certain instructional programs to
schools and.to home audiences. However, the diver-

sity in the instructional programs Gffered by the
schools in an area served by a television broadcast-
ing station makes it impossible for the station to
offer a program that meets all the requirements of
the schools. Instructional television ( ITV may

therefore have to be used in major part to present
programs in subject areas such as arithmetic awl
spelling, subjects in which a fairly well-established

sequence of presentation is employed, and for pre-
senting current events and special programs that
may be utilized to advantage in various courses
taught in the schools. Programs that deviate from
patterns of wide usage might better be presented
locally over closed-circuit TV .facilities in the

schools.

CLOSI D-C IR( UIT TUE VISION

Every school district could install closed-circuit
TV facilities. The facilities installed may be ade-
quate only to serve a single school or the schools in

a district; or they may be as elaborate as the one

at Hagerstown, Maryland, where all the schools in

the county, an area of more than 400 square miles,

are linked together by coaxial cable.
The Anaheim Elementary School District, Orange

County, has the largest closed-circuit system in Cali-

fornia. Closed-circuit systems have also been in-
stalled in a number of the junior colleges, colleges,

and universities in California.
Although closed-circuit television permits local

programming to meet each school's specific educa-

tion needs, it necessitates additional space, facilities,

and staff. A school district, however, may start such

a system in a single classroom, extend the system
gradually to include all the classrooms in the build-

ing, and then extend it to include all the schools in

the district.

CLASSROOM MAGNII ICATION LNISION

The most inexpensive and one of the most effective

uses of closed-circuit TV it is employment in the
classroom as a magnifying device or as an overhead
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display board. It is particularly effective in the pres-
entation of science materials and denmwtrations,
because it can enlarge tiny objects so that they may
be seen on the TV monitor by the entire class. Bretz.
head of ETV at the University of California, Los
Angeles, constructed an overhead TV system at a
cost of about $1,200.

There is no -best" way to bring ITV into the
classroom. The method or combination of methods
used will depend upon the availability of TV broad-
casting in the reception area, the financial condition
of the school district, and the philosophy of educa-
tion the schools employ. Many school districts make
exclusive use of broadcast ITV or of closed-circuit
TV. However, both may be used in combination at
slightly increased costs and should be use(1 as needed
to secure the most effective instruction.
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USES OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

Instructional television may be used (1 ) as a
source of enrichment; ( 2 ) as a means of presenting
courses; (3 ) as a medium for communication; ( 4 )

as a teaching device for large groups, for individ-
uals, and for home-viewing assignments; ( 5 ) as a
means of magnifying small objects; and ( 6 ) as a
means of presenting materials that generally are not
available to the classroom. The value of instruc-
tional television is determined by the uses that are
made of it and the results that are obtained.

TELEVISION roit ENRIC!IMENT AND SUPPLEMENTATION

Most of the broadcast televised instruction used
in California schools is designed to enrich and sup-
pL ment classroom instruction. In other words, it is
something extra, s)mething pea to know, but not



necessarily basic. Whether the teacher uses the full
programs or only selected parts of them, classrlom
instruction is generally enhanced, and students get
certain information and insights they might not get
otherwise. The televised programs can be employed
in about the same manner as instructional films, and
when used properly they generally make important
contributions to the classroom instructional program.

TELEVISION AS A MAJOR TEACHING RESOURCE

The televised lessons for a complete course may
be employed in the classroom as the basic instruction
for the course. When this is done, the direction of
the course is determined by the teacher in the TV
studio, and the structure of the course is imposed
by the TV lessons. The classroom teacher follows
this structure, fits his instruction to the organization
of the TV lessons, and facilitates student learning
through discussion, experimentation, group activi-
ties, and the like. Closed-circuit TV lessons are par-
ticularly valuable in subject areas where there is an
adequate supply of qualified teachers. It is true,
however, that this type of instruction places the
classroom teacher in a somewhat different role than
the one to which he is accustomed, because he loses
some freedom of choice in what to teach. This

changed role does not necessarily lessen the impor-
tance of the teacher's role in the instructional pro-
gram, for all instruction must be adapted to the in-
dividuals doing the learning.

There is no evidence that students consider the
TV ( or studio) teacher as having a position superior
to that of the classroom teacher. They respond to
the television teacher when responses are elicited
but turn to the classroom teacher for help and for
guidance in solving their problems. There is no rea-
son to think that the classroom teacher's status in
his class is in any way jeopardized or demeaned by
sharing the instructional tasks with a TV teacher.

Televised instruction may be used by the class-
room teacher to enhance his teaching effectiveness.
Televised instruction makes available to the class-
room teacher the assistance of specialists who are
highly skilled in presenting information and ideas.
And as a result of having this assistance, the class-
room teacher has opportunity to devote considerable
time to each student.

The use of television in the classroom makes it
necessary for the teacher to learn certain new tech-
niques of instruction. He must learn to feature his
role as guide, interpreter, and evaluator of learning
experiences rather than as a transmitter of informa-
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tion. He must plan his work so that the instruction
given by television, film, or any other mechanical
medium is productive.

TELEVIMON AS Tlik, SOLE% SOLTICIE IN5TnucTION

Sometimes all the instruction for a course is pre-
sented in televised lessons. However, in most in-
stances the televised instt action is supplemented by
textbook assignments and the use of syllabi. Thus
far televised instruction has been given mainly at
the college level and in adult education programs,
but there is evidence that in the near future it may
come into wider use in some phases of secondary
education.

PROBLEMS RAISED BY INSTRUCTIONAL
TEI,EVISION

The three basic problems involved in securing in-
creasingly wide and effective use of instructional
television are ( 1 ) how to achieve teacher compe-
tency in its uses, ( 2 ) how to obtain administrative
support for it; and ( 3 ) how to imptove the quality
of the programs.

AA MINING TLAt JIFR. COMPLTENCY

Experience throughout the nation has shown that
the success of instructional television depends largely
upon the ways televised programs are used ih the
classroom. The values derived from their use in the
classroom depend in large part upon the classroom
teacher's ability to use the programs wisely. The
ways in which this can be accomplished follow:

Prepare himself for the lesson by reviewing its
purposes, mastering the study guide, and ac-
cepting the TV teacher as part of a teaching
team whose purpose it is to secure maximum
learning.

Prepare members of the class for learning by in-
forming them of the purpose of the lesson.
Carry out the preparatory steps recommended
in the study guide wherever possible and dem-
onstrate through actions and attitudes that the
televised lessons are important.

Provide purposeful exercises for the class to per-
form during the telecast. These may consist of
overt responses to the televised teacher, com-
pletion of written exercises at appropriate points
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during the telecast, and other activities that in-
volve the class in learning from the TV lesson

Follow up the telecast lesson by discussion and
assignments written reports, experiments, drill
exercises, and the like.

OBTAINING ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

No matter how interested the classroom teacher
may be in using the resources of ITV, unless the
school administrator actively supports and encour-
ages experimentation with televised instruction, little
progress can be made in using such instruction in the
classroom. When the administrative staff of a school
district sees to it that ITV is given a fair trial in the
classroom and that its use as a teaching tool is eval-
uated objectively, favorable teacher reaction to the
role of television instruction generally follows.

The administrators of most schools received their
training and experience during the years when very
few technical innovations were employed in the in-
structional program. Within the past few years this
situation has changed, and demands are now being
made to use technological devices for the improve-
ment of instruction. Instrucdonal TV is one of the
devices that may be used for this purpose. School
administrators should therefore understand ITV,
know its potential uses, and be prepared to utilize
it in the instructional program. Administrators may
acquire the information by taking the following
steps:

Study the ways television instruction is being em-
ployed in the different parts of the country.

Determine the possible uses of television instruc-
tion in the schools of the district.

Become involved with regional ITV planning.

Give ITV a tryout under favorable conditions
and encourage teachers to use television instruc-
tion in their classrooms.

Study the place of TV in teaching in relation to
other media, methods, and the new administra-
tive innovations such as those proposed by
Trump and Baynham in Focus in Change:
Guide to Better Schools.'

I Lloyd J. Trump 2nd Dorsey Baynham, buns 'in Ch Gude 1,,ange:
Schools. Nat;oral Association of Secondary-School Principals. hiL ago: Rand
McNally tt Co., 1961.
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IMPROVING PROGRAM QUALITY

When teachers use ITV lessons effectively and
school administrators support the development of

ITV, one overriding problem still remainsthe
quality of the ITV lessons. There are decided differ-

ences of opinion regarding the quality of ITV pro-
grams, and those who are responsible for the pro-
duction of the programs are especially sensitive to
the criticisms expressed. Televised programs of in-
struction appear to be caught between two strong
forces: the pressure of educators for solid educational
content and the pressure of TV broadcasters for the
added elementshowmanship. The result often is a
compromise that produces neither good education
nor good teleirlsion. Too many programs are dull,
uninspired, and unimaginative and in other ways
fail to possess the characteristics required to improve
instruction. On the other hand, production gimmicks
and visual tricks sometimes liven up programs that
have Ito real instructional value.
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It should be noted that any broadcast television
reaches a large audience, and deficiencies are readily
observed and widely criticized. On the other band,
deficiencies in conventional classroom instruction
may continue year after year, unobserved and un-
corrected. Therefore, it is the responsibility of ITV
program planners and producers to develop a quality
productone that is consistently good. The quality
of educational telecasts depend upon the following
practices:

Constructive evaluation of ITV programs by
classroom teachers and accurate reporting of
the results of the evaluation to those responsible'
for the instructional programs

Insistence by school administrators upon quality
telecasts rather than upon the quantity required
to fill up program time (The administrator must
stand his ground against the TV producer who
will often use his technical know-how to intimi-
date the educator. )
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Provision of information regarding educational
problems and objectives to commercial televi-
sion stations

The willingness of educational television station
managers to spend as much effort on programs
designed for school use as is required to make
the program equal in quality to the other pro-
grams offered by their respective stations

There are other problems that ITV poses- -raising
funds, overcoming the limitations of schedules, and
meeting the differing educational needs of numerous
school districts-- but the three problems discussed
here appear to be the et ucial ones. Without class-
room teacher competency in the uses of television as
a teaching tool, without adequate administrative
support and encouragement, and without a high
level of ITV program quality, the potential instruc-
tional value of television may never be realized.
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PLACE OF TELEVISION IN AN INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEM

Television must be viewed in proper perspective
along with other instructional media and methods of
teaching. Television is but one of a group of re-
sources that teachers can use Ls teaching tools. Tel -
vision can, however, play a unique role in the in-
struction program.

The following four approaches are commonly used
in the presentation of instruction:

The printed materials approach. Use of printed
materials, such as textbooks and library books.
for instructional purposes is deeply rooted in
tradition. However, this approach may be er,-
riched by using it in various combinatione, with
other approaches.

The audio-vhual approach. The audio-visual ap-
proach is characterized by featuring the 11::1 of
films, filmstrips, recordings, and other audio-



visual materials in conjuction with other cur-
riculum materials.

The television approach. Recently television has
advanced as a medium f or assisting the teacher.
This advance will continue provided that the
materials used are prepared under the direction
of personnel with good educational backgrounds
by personnel who are well qualified to produce
television programs.

The teaching machine approach. Within the past
two years the teaching machine approach has
opened interesting possibilities for instruction.
However, the extent to which this approach will
be used in the future depends upon its accept-
ance by the various groups responsible for the
educational program.

Each of these four different and important instruc-
tional approaches has its own proponents and spe-
cialized advocates who have unique and significant
contributions to make to education but who make
little conscious effort to coordinate their activities

toward a common educational goal. With a few no-
table exceptions, each specialist is competing with
the others for recognition of his particular medium
as the favored teaching tool, and each tends to look
with skepti,cism on claims for the other media. This
is probably unavoidable because it is desirable, to
some extent, to have dedicated specialists who pro-
mote their own beliefs. But this 'situation leads to
emphasis upon a specific medium rather than upon
the crucial issuehow to solve instructional prob-
lems by the best means and combination of means.
Not until a coordinated effort is made to use these
four approaches in effective combinations will the
full value of all available instructional tools be
realized.

Instructional television has its place in the in-
structional program, but it is just one of several
means available that may be employed to improve
the educational product. One of the important tasks
of educators within the next few years is to find how
this can be done and then to take the necessary
steps.
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Teaching machines have been pictured as poten-
tially revolutionary educational devices that can
make dramatic contributions to the improvement of
instruction. Americans in general and educators in
particular have had mixed reactions to the advent
of the teaching Machine and the programmed mate-
rials used in conjunction with it. On the one hand,
they fear the threat that the machine and its mate-
rials pose to individual expression. On the other
hand, they welcome these innovations as means of

helping them to do more effective teaching.

THE MACHINES

Although mechanical devices of various kinds
have been in educational use for decades, teaching
machines constitute the most recent development. A
number of different types of machines have men
and are being manufactured. There are compara-
tively simple types that are operated manually, more
complex ones that are automated, and some highly
complex ones that are electronic. As they are con-
sidered in this publication, teaching machines have

the following basic characteristics and functions:

1. They present information in relatively small
units or "steps."

2. They require a decision or action on the part
of the student at each item of information or

step.

3. They inform the student of his degree of
achievement immediately after each of his de-
cisions or actionsi.e., whether he has suc-
ceeded or whether he needs correction or im-

provement.

It is the combination of these characteristics and
functions, the prearranged sequences of the mate-
rials used in the machine, and the continuous control
that the machine exerts upon the learner during
manipulation that has given so much power and ef-
fectiveness to teaching machines as educational aids.

THE MATERIALS-PROGRAMMED STEPS

Although teaching machines require the use of

some physical material, the form of the material has
shown variation. In most machines, paper products--
cards, sheets, or rollshave been used. More cotn-

plex devices have used film materials in the form of
slides or reels. Some machines have combined visual
materials with recorded sound.

Regardless of the form of the physical materials
used, the information presented by means of the
teaching machine is arranged in a series of carefully
organized or programmed steps. Each step involves

the following phases:

1. Presentation of a small unit of information. A
small unit of information is presented for stu-
dent absorption. The unit may be one or more
sentences or a paragraph in lengthrarely ex-
ceeding three paragraphs. A simple diagram or

Information symbol

photograph may be included. Brief motion pic-

ture sequences are occasionally used in con-
junction with the unit material.

2. A stimulus statement. A stimulus statement is
an incomplete "fill-in-the-blank" sentence or
statement that calls for a specific response. It

Stimulus symbol

is the student's responsibility to consider pos-
sible alternatives and to complete the sentence
by supplying the missing element.
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3. The student response. The student response is
or becomes an integral part of the material. It
may be the actual writing of the missing part,
the selection of the next appropriate page in a

Response symbol

book, or the punching of a button on a ma-
chine. With some machines, a response is re-
quired for each unit before the student car
advance to other units.

4. The reinforcement/correction element. The re-
inforcement correction element consists of ad-
ditional information provided to the student
regarding the degree of achievement he has
made in his response. For example, if the stu-
dent is correct in his response, his answer is re-
inforced; he is told he is right. If he is wrong,

...I 4=111 I

/

i

Completion symbol

he may be told the correct answer, given reme-
dial instruction, or presented with other ma-
terial to study or work out. The initial informa-
tion may be as simple as the appropriate word
that is required for a response, or it may be as
complex as a large number of additional steps
to increase the student's capacity to respond
properly. In any event, the student is contin-
ually (a ) informed of his level of success; and
( b ) assisted toward the intended goal.
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PROGRAM TECH NIQUE

Units of informationor programmed stepsthat
are presented through the medium of a teaching ma-
chine may be organized in a variety of sequential
patterns. However, two particular patterns of se-
quence are used with the greatest frequency; linear
and branching.

THE LINEAR PATTERN

The linear pa tern features a fixed, uniform se-
quence of steps. he student works through the pro-
grammed material, making each response in a step-
by-step order. This order is the same for all students.

THE BRANCHING PATTERN

The branching pattern also has a sequence of
steps, but these contain only the main essentials
necessary for understanding the content of the pro-
gram. In addition, this type of pattern contains sev-
eral "branches" or subsequences of steps. These
branch off from the main line in order to present
more information, to clarify essential concepts, or to
give remedial Instruction when errors are made.
Thus, students proceeding through a branching pro-
gram may use varying sequences of steps, depend-
ing on each student's understanding of any given
point. More alert students might use only 30 percent
of all steps offered by selecting the more appropriate
responses and "staying on the main line." Less able
or less informed .students might use as much as 80
percent of all steps offered; they take additional
steps or branches because their responses indicate a
need for additional information in the subsequences
or branches of the program.

TEXTBOOK PROGRAMS AND MACHINE VALUES

Textbooks prepared along the lines of both the
linear pattern and the branching pattern were de-
veloped simultaneously with teaching machine equip-
ment. In many instances it was found that pro-
grammed materials could be presented in book form
as readily as in a form appropriate for teaching ma-
chines. Serious questions, therefore, have been raised
as to the values and economies of machines-with-
programs when compared with programmed text-
books. There is strong evidence, however, that teach-
ing machines using programmed materials have some



inherent characteristics not possessed by pro-

grammed textbooks alone.

ADVANTAGES OF MACHINES

Certain advantages in the use of teaching ma-
chines are cited in the paragraphs that follow.

Student control. Machines can control uniformly

and consistently the sequence of presentation. A stu-
dent using a programmed textbook might change the

sequence at his own discretion. With a machine, ac-
cess to the correct answer ( reinforcement/correction
element) is available only at the appropriate time;
backtracking to alter an answer is not possible. In
textbook form, answers can be located and used by
the student if he so wishes.

Lessening of teacher's burden and saving of time.
Machines can time, record, and score all student re-

sponses automatically; the analysis of student per-
formance can be computed and reported immedi-

ately with little teacher effort. Responses for

programmed textbooks may number in the thou-
sands. An analysis of such numerous responses
would impose an unreasonable burden on the

teacher, and student performance reports would
likely be greatly delayed.

Minimum space required. Machines and their pro-

grams require a minimum amount of physical space.
A course program in textbook form, however, would
require many times as much space. Moreover, bulk
materials involving the machines can be handled
easily and stored conveniently in the form of film
or magnetic tape, as has already beeh demonstrated
by organizations and firms that must deal with the
:-.torage, retrieval, and dissemination of enormous
amounts of information.

Individual progress. Because individual prog-
ress is one of the major keystones of any educational
program, educators have become increasingly con-
cerned with ways of enabling students to make
good progress individually in the face of mounting
enrollments and teacher shortages. By their very
nature, teaching machines and the programmed ma-
terials for which they are the vehicles control, guide,
and assist the individual; the emphasis is on the
progress of the individual rather than on that of

the group. These aids have already proven to be
highly effective means by which the learner can

make substantial progress according to his own
abilities and regardless of class size.

Potential uses. It must be remembered that
teaching machines currently available are in their
early stages of development. Research and experi-
mentation are going on constantly, and improve-

ments of considerable magnitude are anticipated for
the use of school districts. Industry has already
developed, for example, a system whereby hundreds
of teaching machines located in different classrooms
and buildings can be linked to a computer installed
at a central location in the school plant. By pro-
gramming the computers properly, it is possible for
large numbers of students to work simultaaeously
on individual programs in different subject fields,
each with opportunity to learn at his maximum rate
and to the full extent of his ability.

If the basic values of programming technique

are demonstrated as equal to current expectations,
technological improvements and innovations might
be not only desirable but essential to the effective

use of programmed materials.

PROBLEMS INVOLVED

Although the advantages in the use of teaching
machines and programmed materials appear to be

numerous and far-reaching, educators should not
.overlook the fact that certain problems will arise
or may arise in relation to these instructional aids.
Among these problems, the following two are briefly

discussed.

Maintenance and repair. Some teaching ma-
chines are relatively simple devices and need only
a minimum of upkeep; the maintenance required
can often be handled by district personnel. Other
machines, however, particularly those of complex
construction, require that qualified machine techni-
cians, replacement parts, and appropriate servicing
tools be available so that the machines can be kept
in good operating condition and can be properly
repaired as the need arises.

Purchase costs. Some teaching devices are com-
paratively inexpensive; others are more costly; still
others may be beyond the purchasing ability of cer-
tain school districts. It would seem that in this
matter of costs, the major considerations would be
that each school district contemplating the use of
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teaching machines should do the following in this
order: ( 1) evaluate its instructional program in
terms of needs; (2) determine what types of ma-
chines and materials could best be used to help meet
these needs; (3) estimate the extent to which the
district budget would allow for the purchase of
machines and materials; and (4) select, according
to budgetary limits, only those machines and mate-
rials that the district considers would be most advan-
tageous to the educational program.

THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

What can we expect to find in the field of teach-
ing machines and programmed materials in the very
near future? Educators can expect to face several
problems.

The basic and immediate problem for education
will probably have to do with increasing the quality
of machines and programs. Because of the nation-
wide pressures to meet certain educitional needs
and because of the great amount of publicity that
has been given to teaching machines, it is not un-
reasonable to anticipate ( 1) that the teaching ma-
chine industry will be flooded with numerous low-

cost, hastily conceived products of dubious value;
(2) that before inferior devices are "washed out"
of the market, many will be sold to the unwary
buyer; and (3) that programs prepared without
sufficient thought or planning, untried by any means,
and cleverly packaged will glut the market. In the
face of such possibilities, however, educators cannot
ignore the potential value of these devices for teach-
ing and learning. Education would serve its own
cause best by becoming involved in the field as
quickly, as deeply, and as critically as possible.

How CAN THE NEW AIDS BE APPROACHED?

In what ways can education approach these inno-
vationswhich promise so muchin order that
really good use can be made of them? In general,
three courses of action are open. All could be started
simultaneously.

BECOMING WELL INFORMED

Literature concerning teaching machines and pro-
grammed materials is being published by such insti-
tutions as the National Education Association and
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the Center for Programmed Instruction and in jour-
nals related to Atch fields as audio-visual education
and psychology. Not all teachers and administ-ators
will have access to this literature. Audio-visual direc-
tors and coordinators and other personnel involved
in and specializing in aids to instruction should
facilitate the flow of information regarding these
new tools by noting, abstracting, or summarizing
important developments in behalf of teachers and
administrators by means of local publication or
througi' conferences and workshops. These leaders,
moreover, can contribute to the flow of information
by reporting activities within their own groups and
by raising the questions and problems that have to
do with practical application.

CONDUCTING EXPERIMENTS

Very simple "action research" can be carried out
oy school districts. This activity need not be com-
plex or costly; it merely requires an honest trial
of machines and materials. Thorough experimenta-
tion with several devices and programs, for example,
would cost less than two television sets. Whatever
is done should be based on the premise that all ma-
chines and materials are expendable. If the machines
or the materials prove valueless, other districts
should be informed of this fact.

PROVIDING IN-SERVICE TRAINING

In-service training of teaching personnel could
be started. This means a well-organized, continuing
course of training, from an introduction of basic
concepts to a form of controlled testing of machines
and materials in the classroom. ( Several types of
activities that might be pursued in such a training
program are listed in the sections that follow.)
Not all teachers would be involved in all activities
related to the new aids, but the entire staff should
be informed regarding the efforts that are being
made with teaching machines and programmed ma-
terials and the results that are being realized. There
should be systematic provision for all teachers to
participate in any or all phases of the training
program that are of interest to them.

A training program of this type might be con-
ducted by the audio-visual director, a specialist
from his staff, or by one or more teachers with spe-
cial training or skills in programming techniques.



Nearby colleges, universities, or industrial firms may
have personnel with special skills who could help
conduct the training program. The major point is
that long-range planning is needed, not just for the
use of machines and materials, but in the prepara-
tion of the entire school for all the changes that
might arise from the introduction and operation of
such a. system of instructional tools.

WHAT CAN ADMINISTRATORS Do?

What can administrators of schools and school
districts do to determine ways in which the Ti.ew
aids can benefit the instructional program under
their jurisdiction and to make it possible for these
benefits to be realized? The following steps are
suggested:

1. Get the audio-visual director to work immedi-
ately on the problem of how the school or
school district can best be served by teaching
machines and programmed materials. Special-
ists in audio-visual education have been the
persons most directly concerned with these
new devices and materials and with their ap-
plication to the instructional program.

2. Invest in several machines and materials for
experimental purposes. Set up cooperative
arrangements with nearby districts or adjacent
counties involving the classroom trial of ma-
chines and materials. Evaluate the trial opera-
tion as it was carried out in the schools under
your jurisdiction. Make this evaluation known
to the other schools or school districts partici-
pating in the experimental program and ask
for their evaluations of the classroom trials
conducted by them.

3. Ask a few teachers in your school or district
to develop cooperatively their own materials
relating to specific subject smatter, a topic, or
a skill within a single grade or class. Release
the teachers from other assignments to give
them ample time to develop a serious trial
program. Require from them a written evalua-
tion of the trial program that is to be sub-
mitted at a definite date.

4. Arrange for training sessions for teachers
either through after-school meetings or through

regular extension services offered by nearby
colleges or universities. Provide for time and
reward for this work. Be willing to suppoit
and encourage the teachers in their efforts.

WHAT CAN TEACHERS Do?

What can teachers do to help bring about effec:
tive use of the new aids? A variety of ways and
means are possible. Most teachers who have ex-
plored the research on teaching machines and pro-
grammed materials and have had opportunity to
work with them, especially those teachers who have
attempted to program a topic, have been impressed
with their findings. Among other things, they have
had fresh insights not only as to techniques of in-
struction and learning but even as to the subject
matter itself.

It is suggested that certain team approaches be
used among teachers wherever possible. Occasion-
ally working together on a specifiC problem should
prove of much benefit. While one person's efforts
give consistency to the work being done, programs
need to be reviewed and tested by others. In this
way the whole staff benefits from the contributions
that are made.

The following are among the steps that teachers
might take in preparing for or dealing with the
new aids:

1. They might evaluate published programs by
using them with different classes, sections, or
groups in the same subject matter. In mathe-
matics, for example, several algebra programs
are available.

2. They might compare the effectiveness of the
trial programs with that o: traditional teaching
practices.

3. They might try various approaches in course
presentation. For example, science teachers
might try using a programmed physics course
in conjunction with a complete film series on
physics. One class might be taught with pro-
grammed materials, another with films alone,
and a third with both programmed materials
and a film series.

4. They might program brief segments of their
own courses. The portions selected should be
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small for a beginning. The topic chosen might
be a highly repetitious part of the course, mate-
rial that involves primarily a drill situation,
or a concept that has been found generally
difficult to teach.

5. Foreign language teachers might try teaching
basic vocabulary in programmed form. Social
studies teachers might develop short programs
on social problems; these need not provide any
specific solutions or answers but, rather,
"branch" the student out to a variety of
sources for help in finding his own solution.
For example, the student might be directed
to an atlas for analysis of pertinent geographi-
cal facts and to an encyclopedia for relevant
statistics.

WHERE AND How CAN THE NEW
TOOLS BE USED?

Materials currently available tend to concentrate
on the areas of science, mathematics, foreign lan-
guage, grammar, and spelling. Such concentration
has occurred probably because these subjer . are
logically organized and are sometimes highly sequen-
tial in nature; they appear to lend themselves to
programmed instruction because sequence and or-
ganization are so basic to programming. However,
no subject matter is excluded from the use of pro-
gramming techniques, and some trials have already
bePn started in areas such as social studies, art, and
music.

Teaching machines and programmed materials
could be used in the following general ways:

1. A few machines might be used in a school for
a variety of purp ses. Machines and mate-
rials might be used during the morning for
remedial arithmetic students in grade seven
and during the afternoon for accelerated stu-
dents in freshman mathematics; and after
school the machines and materials might be
sent for individual study purposes to home-
bound students who are confined by illness or
injury. A few machines and a variety of mate-
rials might be placed in a study hall or library
room. Students might use these machines and
materials during free-time periods before or
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after school or during study periods through-
out the day. A great variety of programs would
be needed in this situation because some stu-
dents would be using the machines and mate-
rials in the same manner as they would use
library reference materials. For one student
this practice would represent enrichment; for
another, review; for a transfer student, makeup
work covering material not taught in his prior
schooling.

2. A full class or grade might use the machines
and materials for portions of a course. Per-
haps students would work the machines 20
minutes per class period or two hours a week,
and pursue the more traditional types of learn-
ing activities for the balance of class time. Use
of the machines might occupy two-week pe-
riods at eight different times during the year.
(Under these arrangements, machines might
be transferred from one class or grade to other
classes or grades as in number 1 in the fore-
going. This would provide multiple and maxi-

mum use of the materials but on a differing
time basis.)

3. A full class or grade might use the machines
and materials for an entire course. This
might be done for experimental purposes, par:
ticularly in an advanced course in which a
teacher is in attendance only part of the time
or in which no teacher is available. The use
of machines and materials in this fashion is
certain to have far-reaching impact upon cur-
riculum. Teachers will need to analyze criti-
cally and painstakingly the objectives and con-
tent of the course. Tests that adequately
measure the specifics of course content must
be designed. In relation to the information or
skills that are to be communicated by the pro-
grammed material, practical applications must
be prepared. Teachers cannot face these tasks
and carry them to completion without having
a basic understanding of the curriculum. Ad-
ministrators cannot supervise nor execute such

changes in a class or grade without considering
the problems created by one group of students
who will be "out of phase" with other students
when the program-trained students are merged

(in other classes or in future courses) with
nonprogram-trained students.

Most experiments indicate that program-trained
students acquire information more quickly and more
securely than students taught according to conven-
tional classroom and textbook principles and meth-
ods. If, by the use of the new tools, time is saved
and retention is greater, what additions or changes
should be made in the normal scope and sequence
of the curriculum? How is a selected group of stu-
dents combined with groups at other stages of skill
and knowledge and on different time schedules?
These are questions that need thoughtful considera-
tion.

As indicated in this chapter, teaching machines
and programmed materials can serve a variety of
purposes in a variety of ways. Each use will

provide some value to a school at some cost. Each
school can find techniques for utilizing these aids
to wise advantagetechniques that would be
uniquely useful to specific situations. In this re-
spect, two points should be emphasized: (1) a
school should find a "comfortable" level of experi-
ence with the machines and materials; and (2)
unforeseen changes involving the students, the
teachers, the scope and sequence of the curriculum,
and administrative routines should be anticipated.
The second point may appear to be so obvious that
it needs no statement. Experience has shown, how-

ever, that innovations such as these new aids to
instruction are far more revolutionary than most
people anticipate. Treading new ground is always
hazardous, and the best prepared pioneers are sur-
prised.

SOME POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION

Education faces several alternatives regarding the
use of teaching machines and programmed materials.
Among these are the following:

1. The new eevices and techniques can be ignored
by educators and Jeft to others to use and
develop. Two consequences of this attitude are
possible: (a) education may find itself pressed
to accept and use tools that are inadequate
or improper to the tasks at hand; or (b) edu-
cation as we know it may be replaced by an-
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other system conducted by other groups for

other purposes.

2. The new devices and techniques can be adopted
because of persuasive publicity or because
pressures are exerted for quick solutions to
educational problems. Education can and

should seek help for school problems. How-
ever, intelligent choice and judicious applica-
tion of solutions are still responsibilities of
the profession. It is not action alone that is
required. The real requirement is action
founded on good judgment.

3. The new devices and techniques can be sys-
tematically introduced into a variety of situa-
tions for adequate examination and evaluation.
This is not a will-of-the-wisp approach but a
controlled application of resources to specific

problems. An alternative such as this one
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applicable to anything newsLeks true value ;
it seeks that which will solidly benefit the edu-

cational program.

Teachers should not complain if they discover

that now they must acquire more knowledge about
diagnosing students' learning diffi,ulties and pre-
scribing students' performance taskg. ( Fixed-scale
grading as we know it may be replaced by state-
ments of specific performance levels.) Rather,
teachers should strive for increasing awareness and
understanding of ( 1) the educational and sociologi-

cal principles involved in small-group learning; *(2
the educational and psycholog;cal principles involved
in individual performance as related to ability; and
(3) the nature and importance of step-by-step learn-
ing and the reinforcement of knowledge. (The days
of simple "group participaaon" mu prove to be
inadequate in the future.) It is also a matter of
importance that teachers should be prepared to
design and supervise the production of relatively
complex teaching materials for specific learning

problems.
Administrators must be prepared to recommend

and secure larger budgets that are allocated in dif-
ferent ways. Educational costs may be related more

to instructional efficiency and less to tradition. In-
structional functions may expand as technological
applications reveal new instructional values in the



use of such devices as teaching machines. Perhaps
salaries that are double the present size will be paid
to half as many teachers who are much more highly
trained. The cost of instructional materials might
increase five times to as much as 10 percent of the
total budget.

Administrators might find themselves with a radi-
cally different organization under their direction.
Grade levels as we know them might disappear as
students achieve specified performance levels at indi-
vidual rates rather than grade years completed in
grossly defined content areas. Faculties might be-
come not groups of teachers but a collection of spe-

cialists in performance analysis, learning diagnosis,
activity prescription, guidance of the individual,
group supervision, materials design, and other simi-
lar and related tasks.

Teaching machines and programmed materials
are part of the general technology that spells change
for education. How much of what kind of change
cannot be foreseen at the moment. How well educa-
tion will cope with these inevitable but unforeseen
changes depends upon the responsible participation
of education in the development and application of
such instructional tools as teaching machities and
programmed materials.
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NEW INSTRUCTIONAL PATTERNS
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS:
A Forward Look in Audio-Visual Communications
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An earlier chapter began with the premise that
the responsibility of education is to provide the
rr eans by which students may learn effectively.
Learning is evident when students change their be-

havior---when capabilities and aptitudes, originally
undefined and disorganized, take on systematic pat-
terns.

Thus, the objectives of all instruction are desir-
able changes in student behavior. These goals are
accomplished through teaching in many subject
areas and by a variety of techniques that require
many and diverse special materials, equipment, and

OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION

A = Attitudes and appreciations
( to be developed through expression of view-
point and through behavior)

B -= Background in knowledge and information
( io be acquired for use in thinking and mak-
ing judgments)

C 7= Competence in skills and performance
( to be achieved for later application)

It is not enough to outline the desired outcomes
of education, for changes in behavior are determined
not only by subject matter but also by specific teach-
ing procedures and by experiences selected for stu-
dents. The extent and kinds of behavior changes in
students are determined to a great extent by what
is planned for them to do, by the way in which

facilities. To visualize the relationships among the
complex aspects of education, a rationale is pre-
sented to assist in the examination of instructional
patterns.

To relate learning with typical content, let A, B,

and C in the diagram that follows equal the objec-

tives of education. Accompanying each objective are
typical questions that exemplify specific desired out-
comes of learning. When a student can supply ap-
propriate answers to questions such as these and

can behave accordingly in a manner considered
appropriate and acceptable, he has learned.

SPECIFIC LEARN INGS

1. Do you respect the law?

2. Is art "practical?"

3. Do you read for rewards?

4. Do you spend money wisely?

1. Name the parts of a perfect flower.

2. An octagon consists of how many sides?

3. Conjugate the verb kre.

4. The valence of nitrogen in HNO3 is

1. How fast and well do you type?

2. Do you drive well?

3. How effective is your speech?

4. Can you carry a tune?

they do it, and by the guidance and instruction
given them by teachers.

Thus, instructional methods cannot be separated
from subject content; both are essential ingredients
in teaching and learning. Methods are the proce-
dures, schedules, activities, assignments, experiences,
and the sequence of events selected by the teacher,
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by plan, to produce the most desirable change of Patterns of instruction and some examples of the
behavior in studentsthe most learning in the short- methods selected by teachers to produce desired
est practical time. learning can be represented by X, Y, and Z in the

diagrams that follow:

X

Y =

Z =

TEACHER AS

TRANSMITTER OF

INFORMATION

AN11

Teacher may transmit information to students, in groups
of any size, while they listen and look.

The processes and devices that facilitate this form of teaching may be:

Lecturing

TEACHER AND
STUDENTS

INTERACTING

Discussion

STUDENT ALONE

Books
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Showing audio-visual
materials

Using television

Teachers and students together, desirably in small groups,
interchange ideas and information, and students may
practice skills under direct guidance of the teacher.

The methods and materials may be:

OD

Study of objects Substitutes for things

Much student learning is achieved by study and practice
guided by directions previously given in lecture or discus-
sion or by materials provided by the teacher.

The source for student learning may be:

Language laboratories Teaching machines



Let us summarize the Teacher-Learning process as it has been presented:

A
Attitudes

Appreciations

Toward desirable change

in behavior

Knowledge
Information

Skills
Performance

X

Teacher as Transmitter
of Information

Teacher and
Students Interacting

Thus, above the dotted line are symbolized the
objectives and content of education, and below the
dotted line are the activities of teachers and learners
used to accomplish these objectives.

In each relationship between teacher and student
and between student and content, different learn-
ings take place at the same time, and the ABC/XYZ
arrangement is one of complex and varying relation-
ships:

A

Both teacher and student have specific roles in
each situation for each objective. And for each situ-
ation there are materials, equipment, and environ-
mental conditions that can most effectively facilitate
learning. Throughout most of the chapters in this pub-
lication reference has been made to the new media
of communications and to their emerging roles for
the improvement of instruction in science, mathe-
matics, and foreign languages.

In Chapter II various types of audio-visual equip-
ment and materials were listed. In relation to this

Student Alone

information, the following questions could be asked
to good advantage:

1. Which of those types would be the most ap-
propriate, and probably the most effective, in
helping the teacher present information to
large groups of students? This is the X role
of the teacher.

2. Which materials and devices could be used
beneficially in small groups when teachers and
students work together during instruction?
This is the Y role of the teacher.

3. What devices and materials can the student
alone use to expand his knowledge, modify his
attitudes, or develop his skills? The planning
for such study is the Z role of the teacher.

If the ABC/XYZ formula is used to analyze day-
to-day activities in a school, one can discover many
opportunities to change the process of instruction
to develop new patterns of action for the learner
and the teacher. The formula is presented solely as
a means of raising questions about what happens
in instruction: What is the best way to produce any
specific, desirable behavior in a student? By making
presentations to them (X)? By talking and work-
ing with them ( Y)? By giving students carefully
planned assignments to be done on their own (Z)?

What have we learned from experience and from
research to suggest how attitudes (A), knowledge
(B), and skills (C) are best learned? Under what
conditions and with what procedures does learning
take place most rapidly and most economically in
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terms of energy, time, money, materials, and facili-

ties?

This publication is dedicated to the suggestion
that improvement in the educational process is pos-

sible. Through technological developments, new pat-

terns of instruction are both practical and possible.
But the directions and extent of change for the
improvement of instruction rest in how the teacher,

the administrator, and all others concerned with

education answer the questions that follow.

What about the facilities for learning? What kinds

of buildings provide the optimum conditions for

presentation of information by teachers (X)? Do
the rooms used for X roles of teachers serve equally

well for instruction involving small groups and
teacher-st dent interaction ( Y)? What are the es-

sential characteristics of classroom construction that

permit individual, student self-instruction (Z)? Is
the school building as we have known it truly an
effective place for learning in the several patterns
of instruction? Are there better school building plans

that can be designed to make educational procedures

more efficient and more effective?

What new tools and equipment will be required

in order for the ABC/XYZ situations to be fully

functional?

What materials and materials' services are re-

quired to implement fully effective teaching and

learning?
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In the inevitable development and acceptance of
new patterns of instruction and of new technologies
to facilitate learning, what old roles, what different
roles, and what new roles will be performed, and by

whom?

Whatever educational processes will be manifested

in the future and whatever contributions education
will be able to make to society depend upon answers

to questions like the foregoing one- The things
teachers and students will be doing in schm: ;
the types of facilities and equipment and materials
they will be working with will depend upon continu-
ing study of instruction and the products of instruc-
tionthat is, the quality, the amount, and the kinds
of learning that take place.

CONCLUSION

Some people say that educational programs should

be more like they used to be. This may not be the
problem. Perhaps educational programs have been

too much like they used to be. Perhaps education,
in the presence of changes that have occurred and
are occurring in almost every practical aspect of hu-

man endeavor, has slowly become less and less effec-

tive, less capable of changing human behavior to
meet the desirable objectives of society.

The consistent application of the ABC XYZ fac-
tors in education may offer hope for the improve-
ment of education, for the realization of the idealized
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role of the teacher, and for the more complete

achievement of students' behavioral changes in de-
sirable directions and at accelerated rates.

All those who have responsibility for finding ways
of helping the learner need to look without reluc-
tance to the potentials of audio-visual instructional
devicesto the possibilities of television, of lan-
guage laboratories, of programmed instruction and
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teaching machines; they need to look without preju-
dice to the extended and improved use of films of all

types, to the creation of materials that will meet.
local instructional needs, and to better prepared and
more widely available materials of appropriate qual-
ity and kind. These are among the ingredients that
can enrich and enliven the instructional program
when wise use is made of them.
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